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chelsi Ruffing(may 9th 1991)
 
&quot; The world is seen different through everyone's eyes.&quot;
 
 I've been writing longer than I can remember, it was always my way of getting
out how I felt about something. The world is not always a happy and bright
place, but at the same time it's not always dark and hateful either.
 Things in my life are always changing and that's okay I know that not everyday
is going to be good and I know that I am not promised tomorrow. I try to find
good in everything even when some days that's a little harder to do. I wouldn't
say I'm an open book nor am I easy to read, but I believe with my writing I have
a lot to offer and through my writing a lot can be seen.
&quot; I'm what you would call a work in progress.&quot;
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: (Ending In Death! ! !
 
You said you were always there
You said you would never leave me
Now I know that was all a lie
You never cared at all
I’m sitting here with blood on the floor
My wrists are cut so deep
Your no were to be found
I’m dying and you don’t know
I start to feel dizzy then I fall
Hitting the ground ever so hard
Lying there with blood around me
Screaming someone save me!
 
You said you were always there
You said you would never leave me
Time is just running out
The light slowly fades away
My heart beats slower
I guess you never cared to begun with
 
You said you were always there
You said you would never leave me
My eyes slowly close
As my breath fades to nothing
My heart comes to a stop
As everything goes black
That’s how it ends
All in death
All because you were never there
 
chelsi Ruffing
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? Love?
 
Love is it real, or is it fake
Can it be found or just to late
Does it make you weak or strong
Can it last forever or not very long
Is it something you can see
Or will  you always be asking does he/she love me
Do you know love or just a show
Should it hurt or not at all
Will it keep you strong or let you fall
 
Love is it real or is it fake
Can it be found or just to late
I think maybe I might know
That my baby's love isn't a show
In him my love was found
But he doesn't know so not a sound
Yes it has kept me strong and also let me fall
Sometimes it hurts and not at all
Just look high in the sky above
Tell me do you know about love?
 
chelsi Ruffing
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~two Differences~
 
Much is not the same
Too many things are different to be
There is the love that people all fear
And the hate that we all share
There are the ones who laugh
Then there are the ones who cry
There are the preps
Then you have the Goths
How can it all be in the same place
When all is two differences?
We have those with money and fame
In addition, those who live on the streets who get called lame
Can any one really tell another the truth?
How can it all have the same meaning?
However, be so different in the end?
Can you open your eyes and see the same
Or is that too much for me to ask?
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3 Bleeding Away The Pain3
 
Here I am tonight
Not afraid to fade away from the light
I am tired of always having to cry
Its not going to be OK just don’t lie
You know as well as me
Now everyone can see
Bleeding away the pain
To sit there and let the blood flow with the rain
No one ever knows
Is it my fault not to let it show?
I asked to be saved
My path to hell has been paved
I cannot hear your call
I already let myself fall
I was okay
Until you had to take my little sissy away!
I am tired of my past
Those are memories I want to put last
Bleeding away from all the pain
With a knife to cut so deep!
 
chelsi Ruffing
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A Burning Treasure
 
Something that is so very sweet
Someone special that you meet
It's like a burnuing treasure
Nothing else can even measure
Don't let that little thing fade away
Cause who knows what will happen the next day
Trust me when I say it's true
My burning treasure knows it to
Even thoguh she's not here
And she knows I can't be right there
I'll stand by her forever
If you don't like it then just remember
Her and I will as we
And that's something that will be a shock to see
Just give it time for that day
Then you won't know what to say!
 
chelsi Ruffing
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A Craving
 
A craving that’s in your heart
A small peace that has a jump start
Falling from somewhere way up high
Its not like floating is space
more liked drifting out of place
Something no one can see
Place to hide someone like you and me
I wish the pain would fade away
Maybe the light will shine on us one day
 
chelsi Ruffing
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A Crying Child
 
A crying girl always sits right there
She never says a word to any one who is here
She stays to her self without a word
Crying is what everyone heard
A boy who sits there with nothing to say
As he watches the light of day
The people see the look on his face
Wondering why he never speaks
The thing you all don't know
IS that this boy and girl
Are fed up with life
They are tired of all the pain and hurt
That's been brought to them to handle
So little and young their lives were done
Way before they even begun
 
chelsi Ruffing
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A Dream That Was Once So Crushed Within My Heart
 
A dream that was once so crushed within my heart
At one time taking every letter and ripping it apart
Never will I understand why you left us all alone to be
I think back now and know there was so much I didn’t see
Life is a journey I have come to learn from the past
There are something’s that just aren’t ment to last
 
Sometimes it seems as if I am only here to fall
Then I realize even if I do in the end I still stand tall
I might lose my sight but never my passion
This is the cause of a hidden emotion
My soul is eternal and my love will never end
There are the things we can never pretend
 
Life to you ends in two ways into the dark or into the light
To me there is so much more if you only fight
What’s is worth to live of life never to love at all?
Than to live a life with knowing you had a person to keep you tall
Go back in your head and look back at the many sweet things you had in a
dream
Instead of going back in time to look back at things that made you scream
 
Just take a look at the things around you
There is always so much in life to do
Just open your eyes to see the beautiful things that are there everyday
When you really take the time to see it you won’t know what to say
It seems as if even when we get hurt we still seem to care
Even when the other person don’t and they aren’t fair
 
chelsi Ruffing
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A Dying Friend
 
I can hear her painful cries
All she ever heard was lies
As I race to save her
So that this Don't recur
This is all based on fait
When I get there I'm just to late
As I push open the door
I can see her lifeless body one the floor
Blood around her like a stream
As Tears roll down I'm wishing this were a dream
I hold her in my arms
Wishing she never did self-harm
All her pain she left behind
All because you people were so blind
I hope she knew I always cared
All I have left is the memories we shared.
 
chelsi Ruffing
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A Kiss That Ment Nothing
 
something that can mean so much
can also mean so little
a kiss that means nothing
a kiss not worth talking about?
its something from the past that should stay there
remember when you kiss and it dont mean a thing
its better just to let it go then hold on to
something thats not there
 
chelsi Ruffing
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A Relm Of Which Is Covered In Hate
 
A relm of which is covered in hate
Being saved its just to late
Unable to breathe or speak
Knees shaking and feeling naushes and weak
Trying hard to keep my head up being strong
In fear its too late to fix the wrong
Not having all the pieces dear
My voice hard to hear
Where did this come from, its not right
Please I can't give up I must fight
Its hard to hold back tear come on don't blink
This is hard I can't even think
Feeling like someone is choking me
Vision is blurry its hard to see
 
chelsi Ruffing
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A Summer Romance
 
He was something I never thought could ever once again be,
Something happened and he became everything to me,
Our love became so breath taking, and strong,
The days with him nothing could have gone wrong,
All the secerts we would share,
In his eyes you could tell he truly did care,
He was my everything and more,
Weekends were fun, couldn't wait for him to walk through the door,
A summer romance worth being able to see,
Wrapped up in something ment to truly  be,
Then something went wrong and thats  when I knew,
Leaving me lost  and with a decsion to choose,
Our love was no longer strong and it was time to walk away,
With a phone call the truth I had to say,
Heart breaking I tried to understand,
Turning my head I held on tight to my sisters hand,
Friends still, I'm with someone knew,
But he will always hold apart of my heart to,
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All Because Your A Fool
 
I can't stop crying
I really feel as if I'm dieing
the pain is so very strong
it feels so very wrong
my hearts breaking
you cant stop takeing
you tore my poor soul
all because your a fool
 
chelsi Ruffing
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All The Broken Hearts
 
All the broken hearts
The ones people left in parts
The tears no one wanted to dry
From all the people who couldn't help but cry
People that were never able to stay strong
Everything for them felt so wrong
 
You seem to sit there with no emotion to see
Yet deep down inside your hurting to be
There will be a time in this world that it's going to end
But even then you can't sit here and always pretend
It's not always a matter of what's wrong or right
It's a matter of you putting up a fight
This is not a matter of who's winning the race
Or who you always walk the same steady pace
 
All the broken hearts
The ones people left in parts
The tears no one wanted to dry
From all the people who couldn't help but cry
People that were never able to stay strong
Everything for them felt so wrong
 
It's ok to want to stand up and scream
Life isn't always a pleasant dream
Sometimes you need a helping hand
But don't get scared if you don't understand
Sometimes there are things we wish we could feel
Is what we live each day real?
The thoughts that stay deep in our head
Make us feel almost dead
 
All the broken hearts
The ones people left in parts
The tears no one wanted to dry
From all the people who couldn't help but cry
People that were never able to stay strong
Everything for them felt so wrong
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All The Things I Couldn'T Say
 
When you said you were leaving so many thoughts in my head,
The days were coming up fast you leaving I dread,
Knowing from the start, crying I couldn't do,
Had to hold back and be strong for you,
All the things I wanted but couldn't say,
I didn't want you to leave, why couldn't you stay?
Nothing feels the same without you anymore,
You would be proud, I didn't cry until behind my bedroom door,
Without you here things go by so slow,
Your missed and loved more than you know,
I wish you the best in your new place,
Once again that smile is back on your face,
I still want you right here beside me,
Your an amazing sister, that's the truth you see,
All the things I couldn't say
Things were just to upsetting that day,
You moving was the worst pain,
I wanted to hide your ticket so you couldn't get on the plane.
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Already Numb With A Black Heart
 
Already numb with a black heart
My heart is now cold
My fears are now hate
Why you did messed up my fait
Now I'm as cold as ice
I don't feel pain
Its all gone away
Everything is black
Like the night I stand in
They made me this way
And can't take it back
Sorry to say
But this is who you made me
Now its not what you wanted it to be
Hate to break it to you but I will not fall
Down below you is not were I'll end up
I have the black heart and the empty soul
Not my life is gone right out the window
I feel nothing see what I mean
You can't hurt me you little flea
Now run like you should
Before I make a move
To take you down
This is to all who try to distory me
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Always And Forever
 
You always said it could be never
For some reason it will always be forever
How can this be
That now one day it wil be you and me
Our love is so very strong
Nothing feels wrong
It all feels like a sweet dream
I feel like I should scream
Time just freezes when I'm with you
I hope you feel that to
Everyone always said wait your trun
So I did and I'm through
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Am I Disstand?
 
People say I'm very hidden to all around me
That I say nothing and let no one see
At frist I thought it was all a lie
Now that I think about it I do and really try
I never thought it was that bad
There are times I don't want to anyone to know I'm sad
Its just my world isn't always bright
Sometimes just don't always go right
There are so many things I don't understand
How somethings happened that were never palnned
To many times feeling out of place
Life always seems to be one big race
Getting let down once again I fear
Lots of things I have screamed but no one ever seems to hear
A dream that never seems to end
A truth that everyone seems to bend
The fighting to be strong
Running away from whats wrong
Losing a very tight hold
Sitting in the rain shivering cold
So am I disstand from all around me?
I guess at times I really can be
 
chelsi Ruffing
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American Dream Girl
 
They tell me she's the all American dream girl
Everything about her is so perfect and sweet
There could never be a thing wrong with her
They all stop and stair when she walks in the room
They only see her smile and beautiful eyes.
No one knows behind those eyes is so much pain
No one ever sees the tears this poor girl cries
She has it all but someone who cares
So I stand there in the shadows
Holding out my hands for her to take
I let her cry on my shoulders
I whisper in her ear 'everything will be OK'
She looks deep into my eyes
Holding onto my tight
I say 'I'll always be here'
Tears fall from her eyes.
As I whisper 'I love you little sis' then I dissapear
 
chelsi Ruffing
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As Cold As My Deep Breath
 
Things seem to be all in tangles
Everything is starting to mangle
My thoughts are never seem to end
Is my heart ever going to mend?
As cold as my deep breath
I wonder how it feels so much like death
Not able to walk a straight line
All my feelings enter twine
The pounding in my head
Everything bit of faith seems to just go dead
I have this big whole in my center of my chest
There never anytime in a day or night to rest
Walking with my head hung low
Each day seems to go so slow
I keep losing the path I am to follow
Everything that was clear at one time seems so hollow
Standing there so scared to move out of place
Trying to take things at the steady est pace
A new start its just to late
Love and emotion turn to meaning ful hate
Left heart broken and ever so lost in what to say
Trying hard to stay strong through everyday
A person can one withhold so much thats wrong
Until the person is longer able to stay strong
To inbrace something that you fear
There is going to be nothing not even a tear
Everything goes ever so numb
This doesn't always happen to all just some
 
chelsi Ruffing
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As I Am
 
As I am to you
As I always was
I don't get whats so very wrong
Why do things feel so different
Are we still going to be friends
Or better yet sisters
I know we arn't the same
But why do I feel so laim
Please tell me what is going on
What happend to that love we shared
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Ashly Your
 
ashly your a treasure
I'll always keep you safe
your such a sweet angel
your a once in a life time
pround to say you my sis
I love you and always will
 
(this is to my lil sis shes such a gift!)
 
chelsi Ruffing
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At One Time We Were Ok
 
at one time we were ok
but now I'm drifting away
crying all night long
why what was so very wrong
you broke my heart once more
you caused me to slam the door
now I know it was a waist of time
loveing you should be a crime
you stabed me with that knife
you messed up my last live
pooring out my heart to you
but now I can't say who
I thought you and I were forever
but no instead you and I were never
your really such a kiss up
my tears fill up a coffie cup
see what you did to me
why couldn't you just let it be
that was a little thing to say
now you will be the one to pay
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Basing It On Everyday Life!
 
Basing things on everyday life
Why can’t people just open their eyes?
This is reality not a dream
You can’t just wake up and everything fall into place
Its hard work and can really hurt
Can you take that big step?
Or let it go and fall apart
People tell me to keep going
But when they aren’t the ones trying
Stop telling oh it’s going to get better
That’s about a lie in a half
You think you can build me up
To just let me go and fall
No this time I won’t fall for the same thing
This is my time and I scream it in the rain
Try to break me down try to make me cry
This time Ill be the one on top while you’re on the ground
You can be the one scared with shame
I wont have to worry about a damn thing!
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Best Friends
 
best freinds are forever
boyfriends are what ever
I'll keep her here
I'll send him over there
my best friend is you
him and I are through.
 
(meagn this is for you sry i let a boy come between our freind ship)
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Blades Were My Best Friend At One Time
 
Blades were my best friends at one time
One cutt or two
Now its likes why
I won't do that any more
Its not worth the time
Just to see it bleed
For what it didn't make it better
Just worse and worse
Now I'm free from that
Not to think about it any more
They arn't my best friend
They are what I dispise
So now you know
Thats not the answer to whats wrong
But change the problem
instead or makeing it worse
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Blood Driping From My
 
blood driping from my broken heart
tears comeing from my sad eyes
pain from my toren soul
crazy as deaths hold
I'm gliding into the darkness
forever shall i stay
as the candle light goes out
take my last breath away
then dead i shall lay
upon my shallow grave
to never be seen again
all because of you my love
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Blood Flows Down
 
blood flows down the stream
scary as it all seems
I'm dieing inside
closeing down my heart
tears
roll down my face
just to hit the ground
please please don't cry
I wish i could say I'll be fine
but then I would just lie
I love you but now
I've go to get away
out of here to a better place
were I'll be safe and free
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Blood Flows Like A  Steady Stream
 
Blood flows like a steady stream
causeing you to scream
tears roll down your rosey cheeks
love is something that you she seeks
pain that stabs you like knifes
you feel as if your loseing your last lives
crying all night long
you feel so very wrong
I'm the one will make you pay
I will set you on the grave to lay
laying down your broken heart
all because of that one dart
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Born An Out Cast
 
Never will I fit in
That’s the way its always been
I am not the same
To them I am lame
 
born an out cast	
so they always put me last
 
I cry and cry
No one will even try
I’m sorry I can’t be she
I will always be just me
 
Born an out cast
A sweet dream from the past
 
they condemn me for how I feel
when I was always the one who was real
Please save me tonight
Don’t let me fall out of the light
 
Born an out cast
so they always put me last
 
I don’t want to change me
Why can’t you just see
Look in to my sad and darkened eyes
Is how I feel any thing you recognize?
 
Born an out cast
My feeling were always put last
 
There was never any thing fair
Michelle and I use to be a pair
But once again they took that away
Her and I had so much to say!
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Broken Up
 
Once we were as one
Now we  are but two
We are broken up
Not to be us any more
I wish this never was
But  I can't change what was not mine
So for now this will just stay
I love you boy but we can never be
I hate it being  just you and me
My head is going to bust
There is no more trust
This is not fair
I am pulling out my hair
Crying all night
Will anything be alright
My days are way to long
My love for him feels so very worng
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Broken, Lost, Confused
 
I'm lost once agian in this hall
Broken to peaces and now to fall
Confuson to why it brings tears
Showing all my fears
I'm lost and broken confused
I guess the wrong path I choosed
Wished I would have known this before
I would have walked a different path I'm sure
I can't turn back time to make it right
Staying up crying in the middle of the night
I wish people had better hearts
Then mine wouln't be in  two parts
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Burning The Memories
 
Breaking down each and every wall
This time around I won't let my-self fall
I'm getting away to clear my head
No more with this feeling  that inside I'm dead
Everything that happend was wrong
But this time I'm going to stand strong
 
Burning down the memories of you
Burning down the memories of everything I went through
Burning down the memories of late nights crying
Burning down the memories of all the lieing
 
I know I'll never forget my past
I learnd that somethings just don't last
I'm going to say good-bye and walk away
There's nothing left here for me stay
I had to wipe away all the tears
To stand up and face all my fears
I can't  depend on them to make everything right
This time around it's my fight
I have to depend on me
It took so long for me to see
 
Burning  the memories of the pain
Burning  the memories of running in the rain
Burning  the memories of all that happend to me
Burning the memories of the heart break to be
 
I have to fix my broken heart
I was the one who let it get rpped apart
I'm not going to keep with the same dream
Keeping my mouth shut so I can't scream
Place my feet firm on the floor
I'm going to lock the door
There's nothing left to hide
Letting all of you know the feeling inside
I do not need anyone to take my hand
Now after so long I understand
This is the truth for all of you to know
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This time around it's not a show
There are things we can never
I can say I have been through hell
 
Burning the memories of it all
Burning the memories of your last call
Burning the memories of you kissing she
Burning the memories of you saying you love me
Burning the memories of ever saying hi
Here are my last words 'Good-Bye'
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Can You Love Me As I Do You
 
Can you love me as I do you
Can you say that I'm your girl
Whats that feeling that you hide
Is it over me or should I let that one be
I need your help with this one my love
Please say you love me as well
If not then tell me now
So I don't hurt as bad in the end
Its hard to think now
Can't you just give me the answer
God please let this al be ok
I want him to feel the way I do
But if not let there be another
Just for me please
Give me this one little wish
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Dare To Open My Book.
 
Let me tell you a little story about a girl perfect to be,
A girl with nothing wrong that anyone could see,
This story so sad it's heart breaking to read,
Let take it step by step I'll be in the lead,
Her world seems nothing but a dream,
From her eyes its a nightmare frightful enough to scream,
So tell me dare to open my book so dark and cold,
I'll keep telling the story its something that must be told,
Everything started by one little tiny fight,
The days after that nothing seemed right,
From a mom and dad breaking apart,
To four litttle kids with only their mom having to restart
Soon their dad moved far away,
Through out the years a dad would never stay,
Moving around never staying in one place,
Life for them moved so fast, to keep up they had to race,
Okay lets stop for a little bit and take a break,
There's so much hidden because it would keep you awake,
Dare to open my book and read a story of five,
Who has been through hell and still came out alive,
This family of five have seen it all and more,
Four little kids hearing mommy was drug out a door,
With bats and pans waiting up late at night,
No one was going to hurt them, everything was going to be alright,
Soon they has a new family, one not so bad,
Two step brothers and for once a dad,
Life wasn't so bad for once, but nothing ever lasted for long,
They perfect family didn't last, something just went wrong,
Their mom and step dad started to fight and yell,
The four of us knew what was next we could just tell,
Back to packing we were up and moving once again somewhere new,
At frist we didn't know were or with who,
Soon back in the state where we were born in a new place,
Unpacking, painting, having new friends with a smile on our face,
Everything was normal, everything was working fine,
it seemed like eveything was falling into line,
When we started to think we had it all,
That's when everything happened and something let us fall,
Going back to Florida, none of us four wanted to do,
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Staying long wouldn't happen we all knew,
Sooner or later mom was packing and we came back,
Going to court, the school didn't like us so we had to pack,
Our dad started to play a role in our life,
Yes he cared, but sometimes it was because he wanted mom as his wife,
Back and forth is a game we played quit well,
Our world spun faster than most if you can't tell,
If only us five someone would have had a hand to lend,
The stories not over but for now will leave this as the end.
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Darkness
 
darkness flows all around
it will cover you now
you can't hide from it
but embrace it you shall do
allowing it to cover you
then you shall be free
from this place you will leave
to a place were is so peacful
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Dear Angel
 
Taking out a pen an paper to write how I feel,
Writing to someone even if not real,
Just need someone to listen to what I have to say,
Even if only for once a day,
Dear Angel please  just listen to me,
No one else can see what you see,
Will anyone ever care,
Nothing right now seems fair,
I feel like I don't belong,
I shouldn't feel this way its wrong,
The only  one who can help is you,
Please in my life I need something new,
My family seems to be falling apart,
But how many times can you really restart,
A life given seems to be getting taken away,
For a reason unknow to say,
Please Angel hear my plee,
I just need someone to help me.
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Death Is Comeing For Me
 
Death is come for me
Can't you just see
I'm going to die
Please don' cry
Just give it time
And you'll be just fine
Its beond your grasp
You can't always keep me safe
When death comes
It takes all in its path
Theres nothing any one can do
I'll alway love you
Here is my last words
Good bye
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Death Is Near
 
Death is near me
I can feel it
Coming up so slow
I'll be the next to go
Please don't cry
Its my time to die
I love you
Please take care
 
chelsi Ruffing
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Did I Ever Matter?
 
I try to clime the ladder
I wonder did I ever matter
I have so many fears
Cried way to many tears
My life was like hell
The things I saw I cant even tell
I have a very cold heart
only because its been ripped apart
I have caused self harm
I have more cuts on my arm
can't help but to be so shy
i hide that I cry or at least i try
my dreams are no more
I never can open that door
I keep my fears locked away
with a key so i wont say
people play me wiht me like I am a doll
so they can watch me fall
I lost so much so fast
and I know it will never be the last
i have a hard time saying i love you
cause i never know if they willsay it to
i cant just give up though
so instead i put on a show
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Dieing Heart
 
Here in this world so black]
The beautiful life is such a lack
Hearts are always broken to see
everyone at one time can see
There are those times were we just cry
So many people like to lie
I can't help but to say
That death becomes scarier each day
The fear of losing it all
The tears that always seem to fall
A diening heart is never fair
That's not something that people like ot share
Why do people blame this all on me?
When I am not the one who was blind to see
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Dieing On The Inside
 
Dieing on the inside
My life has always been un and down ride
Crazy everyday
stop! is what i want to say
how is this fair to any kid like me?
I wish all of you would open your eyes and see
this is not a life we want to lead
we cut our selfs to watch it beeld
its not just about you its about we
at one time it was michelle and me
But all of you took her away
her and i never had a say
that was never fair
i want to pull out my hair
to yell and scream
all my tears make a stream
when she self harms
all up and down her arms
i hope then you get what i mean
everything feels as a sorry shaim
Yeah i do have a heart ingraved on my arm
i do have a sweet charm
but you never see that side
all you ever did was lied
cant take back all our pain
her and I will run away on that train
dont bring us close to death
just lets us be freinds and we will be just fine in the end.
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Dying Girl
 
Her eyes are swollen from crying
Blood is dripping from her rists she’s done trying
The darkness is here in her life no more light
Her whole body aches and nothing feels right
Slow steady tears fall from her pale face and the ground
Sitting there in the dark not to be found
Her heart is breaking and falling apart
Her life isn’t the same and she has no idea where to start
She tried to hold on but they just let her fall
At one time in life she had it all
She’s trying to remember her past
But being happy wasn’t something to last
People think she’s so happy but its all a show
If only she could let you all know
This is a never-ending pain
Standing there in the rain
Getting dizzy and hit the floor
You think you know her so well
But there are things she can never tell
She wanted so badly for people to see
That she just wanted to be let be
Her world goes dark and black
Now it’s to the point of no going back
She’s going to end it all and die
This isn’t being funny its not a lie
She’s tried of being hurt and lied to
True friends to her are very few
I wish all you people could see
That this girl dying on the inside is me!
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Enternal Love And Hate
 
This is something we don't speak of
This is the reason we all shove
We all believe in love and hate
But at times It's just to late
You don't want to love
But you can't just hate
Eternal love and hate is our fait
There's nothing to do about it
We all have that in pur spirit
You know as well as me
You just have to open your eyes and see
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Escapeing From This Misery
 
Escapeing from this misery
From all this pain
From the tears inside me
I can't stay here
I must go some were
Loseing what light I have
Going to the darkness to stay
Escapeing from this misery
from everything in sight
from the heart break I once felt
I will never be alright
I just need to get away
Love riped me apart
Hate pull me out
Everything I need to run from
Is right in front of me
Run far from here
Were will I end up?
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Even When I Want To Quit
 
Even when my feet are hurting I still keep on running
The things I have made it through are stunning
Even when I am losing my breath
I still won't stop for death
What I'm doing might not be right
But I still plan to put up a hell of a fight
I'm not little miss innocent in fact I'm pretty bad
My temper is not something good when I'm mad
I refuse to be something other than me
Your option is not something I choose to see
You think you’re always right that’s something I can’t stand
Go away in time I will do this on my own and you will understand
Look this time I will turn and walk away
There isn’t ever enough time in a day
I can’t say you didn’t try
But right now I have got to go so good-bye
I walk off every path laid out for me
Only to make my own path to be
This is it no one can tell me I’m wrong
Because making it this far I am so very strong
As the moonlight shines down on my face
This is it I am almost to the end of this race
Things are never going to be the same
My life became one big game
My heart has become ice cold
This is part of a sad story told
It’s ok that no one seems to care
Because hey this is life and its not fair
I use to have just sweet dreams
Now they make me want to scream
All this pounding in my head
Make me wish I were dead
This is the part of me which empty
Maybe it’s because I won’t let go of my memory
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Everything Is New
 
Everything is new
Not so much the same
Its not so bad any more
Or should it be
I'm not use to this feeling
Someone plesae help
Everything is new to me
Not so boreing
Not as much drama
Everything is just new now
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Fadeing Away
 
as the light goes out to fade away
This is not a place for me to stay
Im no long safe here
Nor am i over there
 
 I'm fadeing away
Fadeing out of sight
 
I cant stop crying
i got to stop relying
its to hard to keep holding on
yeah i know i am afraid of ron
i cant help that one
everything feels like a tone
 
 
Im fadeing away from all of this
fadeing to somewere new
 
can you be the one to save me
or will you be the one who lets me fall?
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Fallen To Pieces Broken Apart
 
Fallen to pieces, broken apart
Beaten and battered, left without a heart
Put down and let fall
Lost trust then put up a wall
 
I don't believe anyone will see
The truth is my life isn't what it should be
There has been so many lies
There is only two people who hear my cries
When I fell no one was there to grave my hand
Yet no one seems to understand
 
Fallen to pieces, broken apart
Beaten and battered, left without a heart
Put down and let fall
Lost trust then put up a wall
 
I don't see whats keeping me strong
When all else around me is all wrong
It's hard not to be bitter or hate
I'm gald they try but please it's just to late
Sooner or later my pain will be numb
This whole thing couldn't be more dumb
 
Fallen to pieces, broken apart
Beaten and battered, left without a heart
Put down and let fall
Lost trust then put up a wall
 
It's hard to believe anyone can care
For the fact this isn't fair
Now it's not about what is right
Because everyone around lost that sight
The same thing each and everyday
I guess the truth we will never say
 
Fallen to pieces, broken apart
Beaten and battered, left without a heart
Put down and let fall
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Lost trust then put up a wall
 
You put your hand on the door
But never take a step forword to more
The same old thing with the same old lie
With the same look of oh my
It's almost like you like this dreadful trend
But somewhere down the line it must end
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For None Of This Was Ever A Dream
 
Laying there in bed with the covers pulled up so high
Hearing someone walk closer who can it be standing by
As quit as can be if only the room wasn't so dark to see
I thought that the only person in the room was me
Seeing a shadow just standing there
As it takes small steps near
Holding one hand over my mouth trying not to scream
Hoping with all my heart that this is all just a dream
As the shadow reaches down a hand
I'm so confused I don't understand
Scared and unsure I take it and ask why
Without a sound we walk to the window and look at the sky
With words almost like a whisper he says 'come and be with me'
I'm unsure on what to do and say 'but how can this ever be? '
Hand in Hand we walk slow to the door
I can feel the coldness from the wooden floor
Before we take a step further he leans down and kisses my lips
I get the chills down to my finger tips
He whispers 'baby I love you'
As I smile and say 'I love you to'
They find the note that says Good-Bye
I went and joined my love in the sky
They find my body with the cover pulled high
With heavy hearts they start to cry
If only they could scream
For none of this was ever a dream
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Forgetting Not Holding On
 
Sometimes its just better, just to forget
Not always remembering is not something to regret
Holding on is not always good
Holding on to something bad is not something you should
I remember when you told me that you loved me
But then i think back and you also said that to she
I can't hold on to this feeling you know this isn't right
This feeling I am going to fight
This is the last time for me to have a broken heart
In my life you won't be apart
Yeah at one time we were great
But being in etchers life was not our fiat
There are things we can't change and that's the past
Maybe it was better this didn't last
There are times i think about you
About the pain you put me through
This is something I won't do again
Now it has to come to an end
There been enough pain for both of us
What we has wasn't love it was luss
There is one last thing I have to say
Here are my last words to you 'Goodbye'
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Forgotten
 
Back in the dark is were i will go
not a one of you even know
that was not even fair at all
you're the ones who let me fall
 
I was forgotten once more
Thats something i am sure
 
I can't stand that you never knew
you should have known it to
you were the one to say
that I would be the one to pay
 
I was forgotten like always
I will get you back one of these days
 
Theres nothing good about how i feel
you need to open your eyes and see what's real
do you even have a heart?
or was that ripped apart?
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Friends Are Not Worth Loseing
 
friends are not worth loseing
boyfriends really arn't worth choseing
a friend is always there
boyfriends don't even care
when you cry a friend crys to
boyfriends just say boo hoo
friends are worth the time
boyfriends could care less
freinds will always be forever
boyfriends will always be what ever
freinds are to treasure
boyfreinds will always be never
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Frozen In Bed Frozen In Fear
 
Sitting awake late in my bed at night
Shivering something just doesn't feel right
The door slowly creeks open sending shivers thourgh me
The room is to dark to really see
Frozen in my bed Frozen in fear
As a person takes a step closer causing a tear
Heart starts to beat faster fighting to breathe fine
They start walking in a funny line
Reaching my bed standing still where I lay
Unsure of what to say
The suspense has me on edge about to cry
In a flash their hands around my neck with a sigh
They start choking me, putting me in so much agony and pain
Tears flood from my eyes so much like rain
I stuggle beneath the hands to get free
Wishing I could only scream for someone to save me
Then they let go immediately at last
Taking in deep breaths fast
Biting my tongue trying not to scream
Please I wish this were a dream
Holding my hands to my throat unsure
Hopeing its over and there is no more
They walk back now I see their face so clear
Face so mad and twisted with a sneer
Slowly he repeats 'I'm sorry I love you'
I sit there in shock thinking everything through
Trying hard not to cry trying to be strong
Its hard when all of this now feels wrong
Knowing I can't do this anymore
I stand with shaking knees and walk to the door
Turning back with only one thing to say
I can't keep doing this day after day
So for the last time good bye
Then walking out the door trying not to cry
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Get It Now
 
Get it now
Don't you see
I use to think
That mom and dad were ment to last
But now I know mom and dad fight
And its better this way
Get it now
Don't you see
Mom I love you
Dad I won't forget you
But you two were never ment to be
I wish there was another way
Get it now
Don't you see
That you two are our world
But both not in our lives
That way it use to be
It hurt us so to know
Get it now
Don't you see
Dad you mom wil never be
Mom you can make it on your own just try
Get it now
Don't you see
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Get Over It
 
get over it
you really make me sick
your driveing me crazy
god stop being so lazy
you won't break my heart
don't even start
you were such a waist of time
wow you realy are slime
can't belive I fell for you
now when someone says your name I say who
I really wonder why
I think when i dated you I was high
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Give Me The Help I Need
 
Someone just break the chain,
Wash away the nightmares with the rain,
Someone please just take my hand,
Just explain to me for I don't understand,
Everything is falling out of place,
My legs won't move, I think I'm losing the race,
Someone please just pick me back up for good,
Give me the strength and push me to the things I should,
 
I'm scared and don't know what to do anymore,
I hide hopeing the noise won't make it past the door,
Mom and dad won't stop screaming,
I keep on wishing I'm only dreaming,
But my eyes are open and full of fear,
So lost I can't even shed a tear,
Someone tell me it will be alright,
That soon this will end no more to fight.
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Going On That Ride
 
our night of fun is meant to last
We seem to forget about the past
Running around laughing with so worry at all
We held each other close to never fall
Going on that ride
For that one moment we didn’t have you hide
We held ands so very tight
Us being sisters was ever so right
I miss you more and more
We will be friends forever That I'm sure
You Gave me a necklace of a broken heart
I wish we weren’t so far apart
I'll never forget this night
Two sisters having fun is such a sight
On that ride was such a blast
A memories meant to last
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Gone
 
There in my darkest dreams
Everything is ok or at least it seems
I've choked back so many tears
losing everthing is one big fear
so many scary sighs
look into my stone cold eyes
you keep reassuring me
just to let it all be
I get so tired I just want to rest
I think I faild the test
happyness is a never
Death is so very clever
what a heartache to be alone
Even when your in your home
I want my heart to be heald
of corse you say ok you've dealed
I refuse to see it
I have a very dead and black spirit
This is not what you expected
but this is whats occurring
This feeling is very hurtful
breaking into two is very paineful
Strangers stabbing me with knives
Death is messing up so many lives
I'm just going to guit trying
My heart feels like its dieing
love was once somthing to treasure
now it can't even measure
I won't pretend to be ok with you
how didn't you know it to?
I don't have a hesitation to fail
I wish I could jump the rail
I'm a beautful mess
feeing of love is less and less
A heart ingraved on my arm
I caused my self alot of harm
My emotions are all fase fears
cryed way to many tears
tragedy to speek of this
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At one time my attention was all his
I suppose I could strengthen whats mine
And say I'll be just fine
Abandonment is how I feel
only one person relates for real
she is very passionate at heart
she will be the one to play the part
i'm honered to hear her perspective
shes the reason  i live
now you get what i mean
ill stand on the brige and lean
to fall to whats called the end
no more around the never ending bend
heres my last goodbye
please dont cry
one day we will meet
pain is somthing i will defeat
ill be watching over you
as i know you would be to.
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Goodbye
 
I don't know anymore if what I'm doing is right
The darkness over comes every bit of light
I stand here choking back ever tears
Trying hard to forget about my many fears
The people around me start to fade away
Leaving me there like a stray
Nothing more I would rather understand
Why did they all let go of my hand?
My heart feels so broken
I guess I have to leave the pain unspoken
To many times before I believed the lie
Now I stand here trying harder than ever not to cry
This just doesn't seem fair
I thought you out of all people would always care
I guess maybe I was so very wrong
Maybe you were never my reason for being strong
I guess somethings are never ment to last always and forever
The memories I will always remeber
I was never going to give up but try
Not its not worth it anymore so goodbye.
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Growing Up So Fast
 
Gowing up so very fast
all the sweet memroies will last
something i will never forget
all the people i have met
so much older now
i cant say any thing but wow
not a worry once before
that is one thing i am sure
i wish i could go back
fun was not such a lack
everyone loved one another
i was closer to my mother
my chiled hood is a memorie that will last
we look like a movie cast
every thing was good to be
i wish all people could see
looking back makes me cry
people think i lie
if you could just see what i did
i miss being a little kid
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Ha Whats So Crazy?
 
Something that made me open my eyes
Yeah people are going to hear a bunch of lies
I just don’t need the drama any more
I’m sitting in my dark room on the floor
As standing in a room full of people but feeling alone
I’m tired and don’t want to talk so turning off my phone
Here are things that people only guess about me
There more to me than any one can see
I am in to punk music and love to be crazy
I act like I’m three and I can’t ever be lazy
I am in love with this really great boy
He don’t show me off like some kind of toy
I have so much to tell
Ha my life has been hell
I try to make the best of it
I always keep an up and up spirit
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Hardest Thing To Say 'Good-Bye'
 
Walking down this road again
Never knowing when it will end
Just passing people by
Never stopping to say hi
Getting away from the pain
When it starts to rain
I just keep going I'm tired having to hide
My life's has always been an up and down ride
Someday people will see
Of what they did to you and me
Until that day comes
I will keep the memories of fun
I stand there turning just to look back
I can't see a thing it's all black
I know what I'm doing is right
I won't give up on this fight
Happy to almost be free
The light I can almost see
As i reach my hand to tough it
I can feel it lift up my spirit
I feel like I'm flying
I look down below I see all them crying
You walk to my room to find
papers all lined
As you push past the door
To see my lifeless body on the floor
Tears roll down your face
Living life was never a race
You hold my cold hand
besides you I land
As I put my hand upon you
Letting you know this is something I had to do
As a tear falls from my face hits the ground
A tiny note in my hand is what you found
opening it for all to read
Hoping they will feel bad for their greed
As long as we always cared
Don't forget the new things we shared
Now my room is empty
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All that's left is that memory
I'll always be right here
Even though it doesn't seem fair
A memory is what I will give
Because in your heart I will always live
This isn't a goodbye forever
One day we will be together
Don't give up on what you believe in
In the end you will be forgiven
Look up at the stars at night
Hold on to our memories tight
I'll always be watching over you
As like so many others do to
A week passes by
Everyday I can see you cry
In your hand I put a gift
I can feel my self start to drift
As you look up to see me standing there
You know I'll always care
A tear falls from my face to land
Right there in the Palm of your hand
I look right in your eyes and say
I love you but I have to go so for now 'goodbye'
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He (Was)  My World And So Much More
 
It’s hard to grasp that he hurt me
I am so hurt all my friends can see
My heart was once his
The worse thing about this is
He was my world and so much more
I thought he loved me but now I’m not so sure
No one took him from me
But he just couldn’t see
I don’t think I can hate you
But I wont say I love you to
I really must have been that bad
Love is what we had
But you took that away
This time you’re running out of things to say
People jugged me for that way I might be
You didn’t even know the real me
I thought he would never hurt me or make me cry
But I guess that was all one big lie
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Hear My Calls Out To You
 
Hear  my calls out to you
If only you knew the things that I know
Hear me scream from this living nightmare
Put your hand on my heart and feel my heart tare
As I lay there with the chills and soft sobs of my fears
Take you hands and run them over my face and feel my many tears
Do you see the truth that lies so hidden under it all
Maybe now because so many times I was let to fall
Hear my calls out to you
But will you ever answer be back if so how will I ever know
This time don't try and make me see
This time It's going to be him and me!
Where has everything gone why did it go wrong
Am I losing and will I still stay strong
Set the hole thing on fire and just let it burn
I guess that everyone in the world at one point gets a turn
The story just keeps on going where does it end
Does it ever stop for a person to mend?
Hear my calls out to you
If only they could see and truly know......
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Heart Breaking
 
heart breaking
crying and all the lying
its too much to handle
its never going to  be fair for her and i
how can it be that everyone only hates me?
i miss being there for her
its all a big mess because she has to just lie
michelle you know I'm always here
even when it seems like i am never there at all
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Heavens Step
 
Walking down this pretty path
With flowers all around
Sweet smells in the air
Walking through this garden
Nothing-scary nothing to hurt
Peaceful place with so much light
As each person spreads they’re beautiful white wings
Standing there crying with happiness
There is no more pain or hurt
Everything is warm and peaceful
No more walking on the cold ground
But in the air and so very free
Sitting in the little clouds
With the wings of an angel
All the laugher and joy
As each person with a smile on his or her face
If only all could feel this way
Wondering can this be a dream
Or have I reached the heaven?
Holding on to her hand
Now we will never have to let go
We never have to say goodbye
We are now at peace with life
Now in god’s hands forever shall we stay?
Now I am at the end of this flowery path
It’s right there at the gates
As they open for me to enter
I turn back to look down below
To the world I once lived in
Then we take our step to never ending life
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Her Growing Up
 
Her growing up so fast
Watching as the days go by
Seeing her lovely face
Smiles like an angel
Shes such a gift to life
Not a worrie in sight
Loveing her with so much
Joy she brings to everything
Cute and careing is what she is
Little like a doll
With so much there
and so much love to share
 
(this is about my lil cuz shes only 3)
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Her Heart Is Breaking
 
her heart is breaking
everyone keeps takeing
all the lies
she sits in the dark and crys
her light was brund out
she had to chose a different route
one more timearoud that bend
will it ever come to an end
or will she fall once more
this is all behind that scary door
she keeps it locked to keep it hidden
this feeling will always be forbidden
i know this gilr because shes me
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Her Perfect Dream
 
They cuddle close wrapped up in a cover
Everything perfect knowing they love each other
Tilting her head back for a sweet kiss
He truly is her every wish
Pulling her tight to him for a passionate kiss to stop her heart
This is it here comes the start
As he slides his hand through her hair
Touching her skin so fair
She fits so perfect in his arms
he has her so wrapped with his charms
Gently he lifts her up in the air
They are the cutest pair
To the room and to the bed so soft beneath she
Being so nerves hoping he can’t see
As their clothes come off and fall to the floor
Feeling his body against hers she can’t breath for sure
Slowly placing kisses down her body making her heart race
Sending her in shivers kissing in a gentle pace
Feeling the warmth of his breath between her legs and tongue inside
The little noises she tries to hide
Smiling he sits up and lays on top her breathing in her ear
Everything seems so clear
Feeling him between her gives her butterflies
So her hips start to rise
As he starts to enter her saying I love you
Smiling and breathing hard she replies  I love you to
Its so hard to speak
As if she’s almost weak
The pleasure of his trusts drivers her higher
Setting them both on fire
Clenching one another tight
Nothing in this world could feel more right
Slight moans escape her from deep inside
Being quiet is hard even though they tried
She can feel him reaching his peek
As he trusts one more time, their breaths they seek
Their heats beating so very fast
Both wanting the moment to forever last
Butterflies in her stomach making her want to scream
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Its all so perfect, her perfect dream.
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Here We Are
 
here we are no one else
it's over no more changes
you can't go back
now you have to live
with that you did
you can't stop
you can't rewind
there's no going back
you can say sorry but it won't help
you can cry but it doesn't take the pain away
you can run but you will never hide from it
thats it its over
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Hes My World And So Much More
 
Its hard to grasp that he's with me
I am so happy all of my friends can see
My heart will always be his
The great thing about him is
He's my world and so much more
He loves me and for once I am sure
No one can take him from me
spencer I will always love you
I hope you will love me to
I must not be so bad
heart broken is what I had
but you took that all away
I think I am running out of things to say
everyone always judged me for the way I might be
But he loved me for me
He will never hurt me or make me cry
I swear I wouldn't lie
 
(this is to my boyfriend spencer)
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Hope I Can See
 
You hold your self up so strong
You make is seem as nothing is wrong
Even though you have this broken heart
When everything around you seems to fall apart
Your trying so hard, you keep with this fight
How are you so sure its all going to be alright?
Your an angel in the sky
Flying up ever so high
You make things seem so real
Is this something everyone can feel?
Everything to you is now free
I hope one I can see
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How Dare You
 
how dare you lie
you made her cry
see what you made her do
i am thinking about doing it to
stop acting like such a bitch
ok ill be nice and call you a witch
i love you little sis
like she were my little sis
thats more than i can say for you
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I Believe In The Hands That Hold Me
 
A life of a girl no one thinks is going to make it through
She fights with everything she has, and does what she has to,
Growing up she’ll be leaving for college soon, and on her own,
Proving to everyone who doubts her she can do it all alone,
Never backing down, she puts up a pretty good fight,
With a smile on her face, She knows in this argument she’s right,
Closing her eyes she prays, “I believe in the hands that hold me, ”
Soon one day all those people are going to see,
She’s going to make it big one day,
Coming back and leaving everyone speechless’ with nothing to say,
Bowing her head she prays, “I believe in the hands that hold me.”
For in her eyes there’s a fire burning bright to be,
People are trying to push her so far down,
But she keeps on smiling, never showing a frown,
Times get hard, but she’s become so strong,
Hard headed she’s come so far along,
Picking her self back up when she fell,
Standing there with her story to tell,
Looking in the crowd with her moms smiling face,
Tears in her eyes because she made her mom proud by winning this race,
She believed in those hands that held her so tight,
With the strength she had she won this fight,
Yes she was so very scared to fail and mess up her dream,
But fear can only last so long until anymore you don‘t want to scream,
No getting this far wasn’t always fair,
Sometimes she wanted to give up because no one seemed to care,
Her mom showed her the way, by taking her hands,
Now this girl is grown up and now understands,
Friends come and go through out life and not all stay,
But there is always another day,
She remembers what she had and lost,
What certain actions cost,
Life’s lessons taught her so much and more,
No more second guessing she’s for sure,
Throwing up her hands for everyone to see,
Praying loud, “I believe in the hands that hold me.
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I Can'T I Hide It Any More
 
There I can’t hide this any more
I am going to open this dark and scary door
Wishing this would all just end
But I know that’s not how I am going to mend
Here are my dreams that keep replaying
Nothing is going to save me from drowning
No one can save me
Its not something any one can see
I cut myself to see it bleed
I write what you can’t read
I don’t know what to do
I am so ever very confused
Please I have to say good bye
Or else I might as well die!
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I Cant Love Him Any More
 
I cant love him any more
i cant help but not be sure
there too much they're for me
how can this be
to many time i cried
so many times he lied
but why cant i just hate
doesnt he know hes hust to late?
wait what am i saying
i hope he is paying
my heart was run over
loving any one is a never
i blame it all on me
i messed it up for we
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I Can'T Make It With Out You
 
I can't make it without you
Nor do I ever want to
I'm going to pray
For you to just stay
I need you sis
I'm going to make my last wish
Please dont ever leave me
Why can't you see
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I Did It
 
I did in once
it felt sure
I did it twice
it felt great
I did once more
it felt sure
I didn't do it any more
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I Don'T Want This Any More
 
Every tear that falls I have you to thank
Every pain I felt is because of you
Every time I see you I fall for your lies
YOur hurting me more than you can ever know
And yet I can never hate you or even try
Because for some reason I love your lie
Its just not fair how you hvae me wraped around you
Stop holding me and just let me go
I don'd want this pain any more
I'm tried of the tears you bring
and the heart-felt pain you bring
Stop telling me you love me
I know the truth and yet I won't let go
You showed me the truth
Yet I'm still not hating you!
But the truth is I love you perfict lie
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I Don'T Want To Cry Any More
 
I don't want to cry any more
I don't want to hurt so bad
I don't want to love you
I don't want to care
And its always there
I don't want you here
I don't want my my tears
I don't want this to be real
I don't ever want to feel this again
And yet it won't go away
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I Feel Like I Being
 
I feel like I'm being torched my a lighter
I don't want to have to be the fighter
I want that little bit of hope
I just need time to cope
He once was my lover
Now all I can do is run for cover
Saving myself this time
I don't want to pay for the crime
They all depend on me
I just want you to  see
You really like to smother
I just want another
Its like my antie drug
No I don't want a hug
All the bad lieing
I need to stop crying
Run away from home
I just want to rome
Be free from all of you
Can't you see it to?
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I Feel So
 
I feel so alone
I feel so out of place
something is wrong
and won't go away
please save me
from this thought
save me from this
save me from me!
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I Find My Self Alone
 
I find my self alone
cold and in the dark
I find my self in tears
all because of this pain
I find my self thinking
I can do better than this
I find my self loseing
the battle to get to you
I find my self in a dream
this is all not real
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I Got To Get Away
 
Nothing I'm doing is right
I guess I'm just losing sight
Everything went so wrong
I can't take it I can still stay strong
I want to thank you for the pain
Never will I take back the memorie in the rain
Sisters forever I thought we would always be
Maybe the truth was just something I didn't want to see
You hurt me most out of all
You were the one I never thought would let me fall
My hearts slowly going cold
Its funny how things start to unfold
You know so many things are running through my head
My life feels ever so very dead
Without you its hard to breath
The feeling is worse than death
People tell me best freind last forever
Now I think thats bullshit! forever is more like NEVER!
I don't want to hear anymore fucking lies
I can't take all these never ending cries!
My love is turnd to hate!
YOu can't take it back ITS to LAte!
I'm done I'm through
I can't going thought this over and over again with you
There's not place for me here
I have got to go somewhere
No more fearful dreams
I hate this I just want to scream!
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I Guess This It, This Is The End
 
As the rain falls all around me
I just stand there it's very hard to see
I can't but to wonder about this never ending day
I was standing right in front of him with nothing to say
Just standing there unable to move, not even my hand
It got dark so fast yet I still don't understand
The wind blows against my face but yet I can't feel it from being numb
Can't remember where I once came from
No tears seem to fall because of all the hate
I hear someone say come on it's getting late
Still standing there I just shake my head
Everything inside me feel almost dead
As the rain drips on my finger tips
Lost in my thoughts I can tast the water on my lips
I clinch my fistst ever so tight
There's no more bright light
My heart becomes colder than ice
As if someone cut out a huge slice
Standing there with the world spinning around me
Falling to the ground dizzy as can be
I just lay there not caring to get out of the way
Laying there until the break of day
As they walk over me and see that I lay there dead
Lost forever in the dreams in my head
Everyone scream and yelled and some even cried
Because sometime that night I gave up and died
Flowers to my grave they will send
I guess this is it, this is the end
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I Have A Friend
 
I have a freind
she is so sweet
I tell her alot
she's like my treasure
that i keep safe
 
(michelle this is to you i love you gurl)
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I Know
 
I know that you love me
I know that you care
and for that I thank you
but you really weren't there
 
 
(to my ex hope you understand)
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I Love You Dad But I'M Sorry
 
Sometimes I wonder if you even care
I really don't remember you being there
I can't stand it when you lie
I gave up now it's not even worth to cry
Now I don't care if you really love me
I'm geting older there are things I now see
There were so many late nights
You and mom always had so many fights
I'm not the same little girl you use to know
Half the stuff you do and say is all a show
I love you dad but I'm sorry I'm through
I'm not going to play anymore games with you
You weren't there for my broken heart
Sometimes you were the one to tare it apart
So many times you brought me to tears
If only you knew your little girls fears
How far you really pushed her away
The things to you she's never going to say
 
(To my dad sorry the truth hurts)
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I' M Standing
 
I'm standing on glass
and its about to break
I'm going to fall
away from you
take me hand
and I'll be safe
 
 
(when things were bad the only one there was my big sister kayla this is to her)
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I Never
 
I never knew it was hard
I never thought that it would come back
I never knew I'd give in
I never thought you'd say that
I never knew i could trust you
I never thought to ask you
I never realy gave it any thought
I never thought it'd be like that
I never knew you'd be true
I never reall thought to be shoked
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I Never Want To Lose You
 
I never want to lose you
Life with out you is nothing
Your that light that shines in my life
Your so much like my sis
I'll always keep you safe
Don't forget that I'm always here
I'm not going any were
 
(this to my friend lauren and michelle)
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I Once Was In Love
 
I once was in love with you
Now I'm so very through
You said all those lies to me
I wish you could just see
I wish I could restart
I hoped not to have a broken heart
I cry so many tears
Just look in the mirrers
I can't believe you lied
You and your damn pride
Not one thing to say not even a sound
Here I go round and round
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I Put A Tiny Cut
 
I put a tiny cut just to see it bleed
to watch the blood flow like a stream
I am not even going to scream
I really want to die
I'm  not going to lie
I wish it would just end
I don't want to go around the bend
look at me
what can you see
all thats there is a girl in the dark
on my body that one little mark
crying tears of sorrow
theres not going to be a tomorrow
not for me
don't you see
no hand to lend
this is the end
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I Still Have It All
 
You tried to bring me down
You tried to take whats mine
Made me keep on running even after no breath left
Tore my heart out thinking it was a game
Blood fell from my body from the cut you placed
You let me fall when I needed you most
You laughed when the tears started to fall
Told all the lies about me to the people around me
Tired to put your hands where they didn't belong
The night-mares I had from you were never far
Being scared to walk down the street
Being scared to sleep at night!
You tired to break me in two
You tried to drive me insain
Showing me the meaning of real pain
Try to break me Try to hate me
I'm still on top it all
Boy you changed my life
You made me see the truth behind your eyes
Love me leave me
I still have it all!
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I Use To Have Such A Sweet Heart
 
You know at one time I loved you
Maybe by some small chance you loved me to
Yeah I know I did self harm
All up and down my arm
Yes I know it was wrong
Before I was not that strong
I use to have such a sweet heart
But you ripped mine apart
You have no clue on how much I hide
I hold it all inside
Just so you never see
You know I was happyen when it was you and me
My fears I will defeat
What I did I won't repeat
At one time you were mine
Yeah in time I will be just fine
I can't ever rest
I'm putting your love to the test
My heart had to mend
You hurt me bad I won't pretend
Everyone keeps reassuring me
Of what you did with she
I want to hide in my home
Just so I can be alone
I don't want another broken heart
I lost a huge part
When I lost you I cryed to many tears
I have so many unwritten fears
Happyness is like sweet dreams
For you thats what it seems
Open your eyes
Didn't you ever see the scary sighns?
I have nothing more to say
Wait yes I do and this is
Should I say hi or goodbye?
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I Wish I Could Trun Back
 
I wish I could trun back time
I wish I could still call you mine
I wish there was no more lieing
I wish I didn't feel like dieing
I wish there was some hope for you and me
I wish I could just let this all be
I wish there was that light
I wish everything could be right
I wish I did't have cuts up my arm
I wish for no more self harm
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I Wish There Was Hope
 
I wish there was hope
its very hard to cope
kowning hes not mine
I cant step off this line
breaking down inside
it feels like t'm on a scary ride
life feels less and less
my world is a big mess
sad tears that i cry
wny did all those people lie?
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If Only You Can See
 
There are things I can never tell
I have a life alot like hell
You will never see it
But I have a black spirit
I can't change who I have become
My heart has gone cold and numb
I was always a big hand
I think whats happend was pland
Then again thats just me
None of you took the time to see
I love my team
That would be my family
Black is the color of my heart
People have riped it apart
I have seen more than most
I was like a ghost
If you could see what i have seen
You would know what I mean
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If So Does It Last Forever To
 
I'm lost again someway somehow
Nothing seems to make sense of right now
Trying very hard to let go of the past
Yet I always seem to end up where I start last
Telling my story its hard to speak
Reaching out to hold something from feeling weak
Wanting to dissapear into the dark so no one can see
'I'm strong, I can do this its not the end for me! '
Does the fairy tales ever come true?
If so do they last forever to?
Whys is so hard to stay strong
The suspence seems so very long
Wanting to cry but won't allow my self won't even try
To everyone I keep saying the same lie
I'm so tired of playing their game
I won't stop until I put them all to shame
Nothing is working out right
The same play I seem to recite
Theres just to much disbelief
When its all over it will be a relief
Maybe then I'll be able to think clear
The truth may never appear
So does the fairy tale ever come true?
If so does it last forever to?
I guess I will just never know
Only thing to go by is a TV show
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I'M Done
 
Getting i dizzy from the  spinning
Tired of all the running
Ready to give it all up now
You say it will be better but how?
I don't want to cry any more
I'm tried of always opening a new door
I will not do another bend
This is all coming to an end
You took it all alway
This will be the last day
No more heart breaking
people are going to stop taking
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I'M Falling For This Guy
 
I'm falling for this guy
all I can say is oh my
I smile when I see him
should I go on a limb
what ever will I do
everyone keeps asking who
I will never say his name
I feel so very lame
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I'M Letting It Take Over My Life
 
I'm letting this take over my life and more
This is it I have to face it I can't walk back through that door
I just wanted to live my life and me a normal kid
Yet for some reason there was so much people hid
The lies they had said
So many thoughts that swirl around in my head
None of this is even fair
That's it I don't want to care
This is it my hearts going to go black
It's already cold there is no bringing it back
I don't want to always hate
But I'm starting to think it's just to late
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I'M Not
 
I'm not so sure any more
I can't stand on my own
I'm falling from heavon
I can't stop doing so wrong
I'm really loseing my mind
I don't think i can be saved
I'm gone from you for good
I'm sorry for what I did
This is the end
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I'M Not Your Girl
 
I'm not your girl
Nor do I want to be
I'm sorry I'm not her
I cant be your little ho
I can have way better
Your way to much a player
Not worth any of my time
Sorry to be so mean
But dued your very rude
Ha you think you kool
Well have you look in the mirrer
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I'M Now Standing At Heavons Gate
 
As the whispers of the wind catch my hair
Sticking my feet in the sand something so fair
As my hair blows softly across my face
I walk in such a gentle pace
Looking around to see all the beautiful things around me
Everything is so peaceful to be
I look ahead to see just a pretty light
How can everything be so very bright?
I reach out my hand
Everything for once I understand
As I take each step to this new place
Then I come face to face
Here it come up my fait
I'm now standing at heavons gate
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I'M The Night Angel
 
I'm the night angel
I swore only at night
I don't like the light
I'm the mean one
I'll beat your a**
I don't like players
so that means i don't like you!
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Imaging
 
Running fast and trying to hide
I can hear his shoes hit the ground behind
To afraid to look back
Everything around me is black
I can feel him getting closer to me
I don’t understand why he won’t let me be
This road is never ending
I feel like I am going to start crying
What’s so very wrong?
Why don’t I feel so strong?
Someone save me is what calls
Then someone graves me before I fall
I scream please don’t hurt me
His face I couldn’t see
He picked me up and carried me away
I must have fell asleep till the next day
I sat up in this bed
I thought was already dead
My whole body was sore
I stood up but then hit the floor
He came over with a smile
And said to me you have been sleeping for a wile
I felt like I knew him from somewhere
I have never seen him around here
I must have been in a dream
For some reason I wanted to scream
I fell back into a deep sleep
I sat up real fast with such a leap
In my room I was alone
All of the sudden I heard a ring is was the phone
My mom said come one my sleepy head
Get up and out of that bed
Looking out the window it was snowing
Was that real or was I imaging
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In The Dark For So Long
 
In the dark for so long
Never to see the light again
Its always the same thing
Never to be seen
Never to be heard
Why what did I do
That was so very wrong
To get such pain inside
Never to cry
Never to just die
I hate this more and more
I can't get free
why why why
Never to be free
Never will any one see
How much longer wil this be
Now the pain feels like stabbing knifes
End this for me please! please! please!
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In The Hands Of Another
 
In the hands of another
I want to run for cover
My heart is dieing
From all this hurtful lieing
I don't want to cry any more
This is all going on behind the door
Closeing my eyes
To stop all the lies
Why must this hurt so bad
I want my loveing dad
Oh wait hes not here
And I can't go over there
I wish it would all freez
Just to make you see
you once were my lover
Now I need my mother
Like stabing knifes
Messeing up everyones lives
How come this pain came to just me
And never hurt him can't you see
Its so unfair
To be in the hands of another
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In The Past
 
Behind the hidden door
Now with things I'm so unsure
I never thought I was waisting time on this fight
Maybe I just forgot what was right
I depended on my friends to keep me strong
Now I know that was just wrong
Maybe saying good-bye isn't the hardest thing to do
To people who weren't really there for you
Not showing anymore tears
Talking back everyone of my fears
Putting my hands down to catch my fall
I thought at one time I had to hold on to it all
So many memories from the past
Funny how time seems to fly by so fast
Being happy always seems to just pass
It's like driving a car with no breaks you know your going to crash
I thought someone would always be there to grave my hand
There's always going to be those things I don't understand
sooner or later my hearts just going  to go cold
There are things that you have never been told
Most people don't know the meaning of hell
The things that most people won't ever tell
If only you knew about in the past
Well the things in my mind that never seem to last
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In The Shadows
 
I stand here in the shadows of my broken heart
Knowing this was wrong from the start
As I stand here trying to think about it all
What made me lose my girp and fall
I just dont get it or understand
When did  I lose my grip on this land
The truth I'm trying to hide
Lifes like this big up and down ride
With all the twists and turns
The pain in ones heart still burns
Screaming out someone save me!
Just someone open their eyes and see
I'm still standing here in the shadows of my broken heart
I don't whats left to fall apart
I have these painful thoughts in my head
As if the good part of me is dead
As all slipes from my finger tips
The whispers come from my lips
Its like a written story for people to see
As I stay in the dark wishing I was free
Held down by his chain
As the wip comes down with such pain
The loud yelling crys
Saying all the forgetting lies
Leaving marks and blisters
They breaking to sisters!
SOMEONE SAVE WE!
Before is to late for me and she
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In The Shadows Of Her Broken Heart
 
As I stand in the shadows od her broken heart
Watching as the world about her falls apart
Not able to say a world to save her from her fears
I can't even wipe away her tears
Her love for him, shes scared to say
He seems to push her futher away
Whats there for her to hold on to
The real queston is who?
She walks alone down this path in the rain
Trying so vary hard to forget this pain
I'm standing here watching her cry
I can't move even when I try
She turns to just me
She can tell I can see
As I reach  out my hand
She takes it trying to understand
She knows she has to stay strong
Even though pain feels so wrong
She tightens her grip and cause's a blister
I'll always love you my little sister.
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Inlove With You Forever3
 
Inlove with you forever
Our first kiss I still remember
Everytime you said you loved me
Everything you made me see
You were there when things went wrong
YOu were always there to keep me strong
You whiped away every tear
Losing you was my biggest fear
Inlove with you forever to be
I wanted everyone around me to see
The first time you touched my hand
Oh did I feel at peace on this land!
The worries became few and few
I opend my heart up to you
It seemed like everything fell into place
Everything went at a sweet steady pace
Love was one thing I thought I would never understand
Until the day you graved my hand
All the games we use to play
How I would talk to you all night and day
I will love you forever to be
But in your eyes the truth I can now see
Our fun and laughter was never ment to last
The memories are all in the past
The kissing and gigleing seem to fade away
Leaving nothing left to say
You hurt me leaving me with a broken heart
Never coming back you stole a huge part
Maybe in some way you did really care
You left me there in tears witch was never fair!
Falling inlove with you got my heart broken
Wishing I could tell you everything, but its left unsopken
Seeing you I still lose my breath
The pain almost feels like death
It's almost like you took a knife and put it through me
When I found out what you did with she!
I couldn't take it anymore I walked away
You try to run after me but when you get there you have nothing to say
Things can't go back to the way they were its just to late
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I'll always love you because you I can't seem to hate
I'll remember the first time we said hi
But now I am always going to remember when I said good-bye
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Inlove With Your Perfict Lie
 
I shouldn't have these's tears
There's so many fears
Theres something I don't understand
Why did you grave my hand?
Then say the words I love you?
Knowing I would believe you and say it to
All the lies that were spoken
In the silents  of the lies the truth was awoken
I'm the one who always trys
To tell the truth I'm inlove with your perfict lies
This isn't a play or show
The truth I already know
Even though it hurts I can't put you last
Your a big part of my past
You never heard my cries
But still I'm inlove with your perfict lie
I sit awake in my bed till the light of day
Still shocked with nothing to say
Why did you let me fall?
When I was with you I had it all
Maybe its time to let you fade away
Will you let me go if I may?
Then again I don't want to try
Because I'm inlove with your perfict lie
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Is Our Friendship Ment To Last
 
Is out friendship ment to last
Or shall it just fall apart
Despite what they all say
Will it always be you and I
Yes we sometimes fight
But is the friendship worth throughing away
You'll always be in my heart
No matter what
I hope you at lest know that
You'll always be my best friend
No matter what you say or do
I'll always be right there
 
(this is to my best friends)
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Its  A Pretty Sight To See
 
its a pretty sight to see
when it was justt you and me
our love was very strong
i still dont know what went so very wrong
I hide my sadness behind those smiles
Its like i'm walking for miles
i will never say
you took my heart away
its never ending running down that hall
i wait for you to be the one to call
loving you was my fear
i didn't want to shed a tear
this is all somthing you will never know
because i wont let it show
i'm sorry for being real
i can't that this is how i feel
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Its A Pretty Sight To See
 
Its a pretty sight to see
When it was just you and me
Our love was very strong
I still don't know what went so very wrong
I hide my sadness behind this smiles
Its like I am walking for miles
I will never be able to say
You took my heart away
Its never ending running down that hall
I wait for you to be the one to call
loving you was  my fear
I didn't want to shed a tear
This is all something you will never know
Because I won't let it show
I'm sorry for being real
I can't help that is how I feel
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It's All Me Now
 
wanting someone to just stay true
the big thing is who
I keep on trying and trying
Yet i always end up crying
tell me god how this is fair
why is it that no one seems to care
am i just waisting time all the same
or is it my life some kind of game?
In this play do i have the worse part
someone with way to big a heart
I wanted to be saved from me
but now i can really see
this was never just about me or they
there was always so much to say
Broken up inside and lost within these walls
as each day passes apart of my life falls
just letting go and not  doing this any more
walking to my room and slam the door
standing there and screaming
doing it on my own not with a team
this is all about me from now on
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It's Almost Like A Romeo And Juliet Story To Be
 
She's still sitting there
With the words still sworing through the air
She wonders will anything ever be right
She cries and cries all night
He is the reason keeping her strong
Yet everyone one is making things hard and wrong
She holds tight to his hand
They both just don't understand
He smiles and says baby everything will be ok becaue I love you
She smiles ands says I believe and I love you to
 
Even now people can't see
By the time they do it will be to late
These two lovers know their own fait
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It's My Worst Fear
 
I have a nightmare were its just me
There's no light so I can't see
It feels like I'm running down a hall
All of the sudden I start to fall
As i scream to be saved
I hit this ground that feels paved
I stand up shaking
All of the sudden I foget everything
I sit down on the cold ground to cry
But I couldn't so I didnt even try
Why did this happen to me?
Was there a reason for this to be?
I stand back up ready to run
I can hear someone laughing with fun
So I start to run to the sounds
It feels as if I'm running up mounds
Feels like it never comes near
So i start to feel a tear
I look up and its rain
All of the sudden I get hit with this pain!
so I go to open my eyes
It's just me in my room that was all lies
So in my worst fears it's always only me
What is it trying to make me see?
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Its Not A Dream Any More
 
Its not a dream any more
you have to be the one to close the door
love was once a beautful thing
maybe one day you will wear that ring
the words i love you is what you will hear
it will cause you to cry a happy tear
thats soemthing that will have to wait
all because that boy was to late
he left you there to wonder why
if he loved you and why didnt he say goodbye
what did you do so wrong
you thought your love was very strong
that boy left you there to cry
now you wonder if what he said was a lie
i guess you'll never know
why he had to go
you feel like its your fault
but when really that boys the one who missed out
 
(to all you gilrs who ahve had your hearts riped out by a boy)
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Its Such A Scary Feeling
 
Its such a scary feeling
not haveing you in my life
the thought of loseing you
it makes me want to cry
your my world
and so much more
I'd be lost with out ma girl
 
(this is to my best freind who is more like a lil sis michelle)
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Joey You
 
joey you were always there
and no matter what you were always care
we live so far apart
you have such a big heart
I love you more and more
you'll always be my little brother
 
(joey its to you and I miss you bro)
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Just A Pretty Face
 
She always sits there with a smile
No one has seen her cry for a wile
She is always so very strong
There is no person that knows anything is wrong
There is so much this girl has to hide
The things she keeps deep down inside
People see just a pretty face not the pain behind her eyes
They only see her smile and and hear her laugh not any of her cries
Things seem to perfict in her dream
Standing there silent when she really wants to scream
the sectrets she wishes she could tell
The world she lives in feels like hell
If only everyone could see her broken heart
Not much is left holding her together so she don't fall apart
Her hand slipsas she starts to lose her grip
To late for her to hold on she's about to slip
Just a pretty face is all they can see
I wish you people knew this girl is me!
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Just Beond Your Grasp
 
Its like a scary dream
But your never asleep
Whats that stabbing you in the back
You can't see a thing its all black
Everything you want
Is just beond your grasp
Crying in the night
When will everything be alright
Your holding on for dear life
Its a grip that won't last
Its very scary to think
That thats were you'll be
Foever shal you stay
Now comes you choice
Should you die or live
Can you make the right one
Why do things have to be so hard to pick
Can't any thing just be right
Your not so strong
So just please hold on for one last time!
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Just For You My Love
 
I know I will never fall
Having you in my life I feel I have it all
I lose my breath every time you kiss me
When I shut my eyes your all I ever see
You make my heart skip beats every time you hold me in your arms
You make me feel safe from all the worlds’ harms
Loving you more than you can ever know
Not all my feelings I can show
Being with you I don’t any fears
You wipe away all my tears
I don’t want to be with any one else but you
I wish you felt that way to
There is so much I want to say
But there’s not enough time in a day
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Just Standing There
 
Standing there she wonders it its worth it at all
Putting her head between her legs dizzy and not wanting to fall
Everythings getting so dark what happened to the light
Not careing laying back against the wall without a fight
Looking out to see who is standing near
She can't see a thing the breathing is all she can hear
Not scared  they give her no reason to be
To bad her vision is burry and she can't see
Waiting for them to get closer then take hold
Skin feeling wet and very cold
Letting go she doesn't understand
Someone slowly grabs her hand
Pulling her close whispers in her ear
'You have nothing to fear'
The only sound is the beating of her heart
Not moving shes being smart
Then out of nowhere a sweet kiss
Shocking her what did she miss
Smiling he lifts her in the air
Now she can tell hes there and does care
Taking her somewhere safe from harm
She's been wrapped with his charm
Just standing there looking out at the rain
Wondering what happened to all the pain
He made it all just go away
Never once had a bad thing to say
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Just The Site
 
As I walk with my feet in the sand
With the wind blowing through my hair
I can feel the cold tears rolling down my face
The thoughts that still seem toswril around in my head
Yet I still can't help but want to stay strong
I know everything isn't right
But I can't help but enjoy a wonderful site
As the sun starts to set with the colors in the sky
I close my eyes just to keep the memory there
I feel free almost like a bird
To spread my wings and fly away
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Kiss Me
 
Kiss me
I'm not her
I won't lie or cheat
I'm the one you want to be with
I'm cute and evil
Your going to love me
Oh wait my bad
I forgot you like to lie
and she my best friend
sorry to late for that
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Late Night
 
staying up late
having fun with friends
being goofs cause its just fun
come on all try it its fun
your never going to guess what we did late at night
how can being goofs not be fun when we all have the erge to run! ! ! !
please people try it for me i feel like im high cant you tell
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Laying Upon The Open
 
laying upon the open grave
saying my last good byes
looking to the dark sky
seeing the bright stars  shine upon me
what beauty shines in thine eye
scares me to think thats were I'll be
I lost my chance forever
stuck here thinking why
remmbering the day I died
the pain that hit so hard
leaving all of you to cry
but free I am
to swore upon the heavonly stars
you look above to see
that love don't  shine to be
crazy to think I'm gone
but heavon is not were I'll be
I will not go to hell for shure
but to the darkness is were I'll be
I've been held down by chains
now I will say just  let it rain
my path has been picked
makeing my last wish
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Left Emotionalness
 
All the pain and hate has left me emotionalness
All my hate bulit up inside can be dangerous
I'm going to show you all the meaning of pain
Don't tempted me I can be so very insain
With the blood all over my hand
I stand there with a smile something you don't understand
I'm becoming my own worst fears
Yet for some reason there are no tears
As the darkness take's over my heart
You scared but your the one who made this start
Whats wrong? Don't like what you created to be
This isn't something you thought you would see
Don't use the bullshit words I love you
It  don't work this time, your through
No more with the same game
Come on I'm no different, I'm still the same
Some secerts are ment to say
You didn't think I would just shut my mouth and walk away?
So many nights before over you I would cry
Until the day I realized  your lie
Everyone was wrong I'm not just going to be fine
I will get back what  was mine
There were so many time's you made me feel dead
So many thoughts always in my head
Tell me something did you ever care?
Ha yeah I know this isn't fair
You played the game out well
To bad the only thing you did was leave as story to tell
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Lets Say A Prayer
 
Lets say a prayer and hope for things to get better
Lets say a prayer for the sun to come out for better weather
Lets say a prayer for a something special something new
Lets say a prayer for everything good and for me and you
Lets say a prayer that we make it though another day
Lets say a prayer and get out everything we have to say
Lets say a prayer for the bad not to last
Lets say a prayer for our loved ones to get better fast
Lets say a prayer and hope it all comes true
Lets say a prayer for everything bad and me and you
Lets say a prayer to be brave at heart
Lets say a prayer and ask for nothing to fall apart
Lets say a prayer to show we all care
Lets say a prayer and ask for things to become fair
Lets say a prayer for things to become right
Lets say a prayer and ask for help on this fight
Lets say a prayer and stay very strong
Lets say a prayer and fix all that’s wrong
Lets say a prayer and ask why
Lets say a prayer so we can say we did try
Lets say a prayer and show we can make it through
Lets say a prayer and beat this all too
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Little Miss
 
They all think your perfict
Little miss go lucky  spirit
Who you trying to be
Hate to break it to you but you'll never be she
You tell everyone I cut my arm
You did it to they call that self harm
Everything out of your mouth is a lie
Please don't even try
You really think your that clever
Yeah ok what ever
You think your so strong
Girl we all know your wrong
I do have a heart ingraved on my arm
I also have more of a charm
So what if I'm pretty
Your such a pitty
Shayne did say I love you
Yeah I know he kissed you to
Here's something you forgot a tiny part
He never wanted your damn heart
What I have is mine
Yeah your crush thinks I'm fine
 
(old poem)
You know your not that smart
In fact your more like a tart.
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Look I Know You Can'T Stand Me At All
 
Offended because I put up a fight?
Mad because I know what’s right?
Can't really stand me because I don't lie
Make it harder because I still try
 
Look I know you can't stand me at all
Sorry but you will never make me fall
You can't beat me I'm just to strong
Your mad because I know whats right and wrong
Won't ever take what belongs to me
So just give up now before I turn into something cruel to be
 
Offended because I put up a fight?
Mad because I know what’s right?
Can't really stand me because I don't lie
Make it harder because I still try
 
I take things at a steady pace
That won't stop me from laughing in your face
I am so very content being crazy me
I could care less if no in this world can see
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Losing Loved Ones
 
As people think about there fears
To some it may bring tears
Life and death we don't understand
Even if the answer is right there in the palm of our hand
Some hold on to it all
Others just let go and fall
To some life feels so wrong
Some can pass death because they are so strong
Don't forget the good memories in the past
Some do forget and put them last
You can have and lose a lover
Somethings don't last somethings last forever
Love is something all people share
Even when it don't seem fair
Life is nothing but a thrilling ride
So many  secerts people hide
Losing someone never feels  right
Yeah its going to be a very long night
There are things ment to be
Lifes going to get better that you will see
It's not fair when a loved one dies
Everyone around you can hear your cries
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Losing My Last Fight
 
staying here to wait for you
Crying in the rain at night
Never knowing this would hurt
Please someone save me!
 
 laying here dying
 With my heart in my hand
 Blood all around me
 With no breath left
 
It's like I'm in the air
Fading away from the light
I won't hold on not any more
Losing my last fight
 
Someone save me
Hold on to my hand
Please don't let me go
I just don't know what to do
I'm lost inside my dreams
Someone pull me out
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Losing You From My Life
 
I have tryed for long to hold you close
But its seems like to you I am a ghost
If only you knew the truth about how I really feel
You did break my heart when you left me there in the cold
When I am in your arms I feel so safe
Now without you I feel more lost
Even when I had you in my life
YOu still seemed so far away from me
Please tell me the truth just this once
Did you really love me?
You claim when we are together some bad happens
But how are we to know for sure if your not willing to try
Please god give me a sighn of some sort
Let this hurting pain end
I'm loving you so much everyday
But it seems like your just fading from me!
When I said I was losing you from me life
Its because its like you werent there from the start.
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Lost Between Love And Pain
 
Shes sitting there trying to find out whats right
How can this be such a big fight
Lost between love and pain
Her tears seem to fall like rain
If her heart breaks again can she stay strong?
They keep telling her to walk away
But he always has so much to say
She remembers all the lies
She knows he never heard her cries
Yet she seems to hold on tight with all her heart
Even if he was the one to rip it apart
She feel as if the world around her is turning black
Shes so scared to look back
Losing him is scary but being hurt bad again is her fear
She has tired to be his again for almost a year
Learning the truth sent her over the edge
For the longest time she wanted revenge
She don't know what to say yes or no?
Maybe she should just go
Being with him might not be her fate
Yet him she still can't hate
It doesn't even seem fair
She knows hes never going to care
Her little sister tells her not to even try
Because she was there when all she did was cry
Yet she seems to be so lost in love in pain
If things keep up this way shes going to go insane
The things I never did see
Would you believe this girl is me?
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Love Is Something
 
love is somehting to be shared
but hearts are not meant to be torn
you burn within the fire
wow hes such a lier
I can't belive you said that to him
I'm going all out on a limb
jesse you better thank me
for just letting him be
he almost died
all becasue  you lied
all these crazy readings
look at all those bleedings
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Lovers End
 
As he place's a kiss upon her lips
She gets shivers down to her finger tips
He holds her close in his arms
As to keep her safe from lifes harms
When she crys he wipes the tears away
He  always leaves her breathless with nothing to say
Its not her fault he stole her heart
In her life he became apart
Then there is something that she don't understand
Why things seem perfict on this land
Everything just fell into place
Even though things whent in a steady pace
She loves all the games they play and more
Like when he tickles her on the floor
SO many loving nights
So much is going right
Yet sge is scared to lose her lover
At night she crys and holds on to her cover
Praying to god she says 'don't let him fade away'
He opends the door to her and runs to her side
They both know together they will get through lifes ride
Nothing can go wrong
They both have eacher to stay strong
So many years go by
Out of all the happyness she starts to cry
He looks deep into her eyes and says 'I love you'
She smiles up at him with words of 'I love you to'
Hes gets down on his neen and says  'will you marry me? '
Tears fall from her eyes and she says 'I'll marry you to be'
When is becomes close to that day
The words I do they both will say
Then here comes the  bad end
When hes driving his car around that bend
As he lets out a scream
As the doctor says 'I'm sorry' its alomost like a dream
As she holds tight to her ring
Wishing she could change this scary thing
Without him lifes not fair
About him she'll always care
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Her heart belongs to him forever
There can't be another not ever
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Loving Him Is Always And Forever3
 
The passion shared between them is so clear to see
It's as if almost their whole life this was ment to be
The feeling they had for their first kiss
What he didn't know was he is her wish
The emotions they never thought they would feel
It feels so much like a dream but it's real
He inspired her in so many ways and he don't even know
Always picking her back up when she feels so low
She gave  him something so precious to her so very dear
Him ever leaving her is not something she has to fear
Memories from their very first date
Maybe everyones right this is in their fate
The love that burns in her eyes seems forever and ever
Loving him is Always And Forever<3
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Loving You Hurt More And More
 
loving you hurt more and more
now its like i close that door
loving you hurt me more than ever,
you broke my heart forever
apart  of me is gone for good
you feel bad now good you should
seeing you everyday makes me want to sit and cry
i wish it were different but boy i'm not going to lie
i fight back what sad tears that brun on the inside
i have gotten good at being able to hide
there will be a day were it will all show
maybe you're going to feel so low
then again will i be able to handle you
will you be able to handle me to?
there is something i will never get back
i must have some real tack
i still love you boy
but you're never going to be my little toy
lets just end as friends nothing more or less
maybe one night i will be able to reasts
then again i know it never will be we
just always you and me.
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Most Of My Life
 
Most of my life
I was lied to
Now when I come back
I am so very through
Now I'm done with their lies
When was it ever fair
You know as wel as me
That this should never have to be
But instead you let it go
Its all at the end of the show
Not ever for me or you to know
Now I won't say sorry
Why should I
It was never my fault that you like to lie
So go away your makeing my brain frie
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Moving Again
 
I never do get why
Its almost like you lie
I mean come on for real
this is the truth in how i feel
we all love you
but do we have to move to?
please let us stay
everyone is to scared to say
we dont want to go
but we dont let it show
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My Eyes
 
my eyes are crying
because you just kept lying
my heart is breaking
because the mastakes you kept makeing
my soul is bleeding
because my sighns you weren't reading
my head is about to bust
because you lost my trust
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My Love For Him
 
My love for him is is like no other
My love for him can never be with another
Without him I could never be
I know you know but can you see
I love him more and more
I am opening a new door
All my pain has gone away
Here my heart shall stay
No more tears I have to cry
No I can not even lie
I just smile to hear his name
I can't help that hes to blaim
Hes made me whole
And that feels great
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My Scary Fears! ! ! ! ! ! !
 
what a messed up dream
I woke up with a scream
there' s really nothing there
I am still alive and here
so many damn tears
my scary fears
true happiness is something to seek
does this make me sound like a freak?
will you be the one to help me?
or will you let me be?
In my dream i ran down that dark hall
please please don't let me fall
me best friend i once had
I guess to them i really i really am that bad?
but then agian how could they know
that's nothing I would ever show
spencer is the only one for real
that's how i really feel!
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My Sense Of Relief
 
There is so much going on that I can’t make right
So many phones calls about another fight
Its hard sometimes to be so strong
So many come to me with things so wrong
Its getting hard not to cry
To them I help but to me I lie
I’m always happy to their belief
Only because I have my sense of relief
The only way I know how to deal
It going numb and with nothing to feel
Sometimes I wonder how I smile
After everything that’s been going on for a while
I get so dizzy from time to time and can’t see
Waking from the nightmares that seem to scare me
Like being suffocated and unable to breathe
Wanting to run but unable to leave
My sense of relief can’t wait much more
I want to hide in my room with a lock on the door
For no one to ever see or hear me scream
I hate this I want to wake from this dream
Feeling so very frustrated
Feeling even more degraded
 
Just take a break they say
It’s ok to walk away for a day
But fighting has become my obsession beyond belief
All this the cause of my sense of relief
Going numb and very cold
Holding everything tight in my hand
My pain has become a rejection
I block out all of the depression
Kicking the rocks on my broken road going somewhere
Unknown to anyone from here
Expressionless and emotionless to all
Knees shaking trying hard not to fall
I guess in my disbelief
I will never really find my sense of relief
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My Sister
 
my sister is my world
she is always  makes me smile
no one in this world could take her place
soon she will be gone
off to collage she will go
to leave me here all alone
but no matter what our love
is always there!
 
(this is to my older sis kayla)
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My Sweet Love My Sweet Dream
 
My sweet love my sweet dream
So unreal so beautiful I want to scream
My sweet love my sweet dream
You have placed all the pieces back together at the seem
 
Boy you really did steal my heart away
Taking my breath away with nothing to say
I have fallen hard and very fast
Wanting this feeling to always last
Your ever so sweet touch and kiss
Being away, you I really miss
 
My sweet love my sweet dream
So unreal so beautiful I want to scream
My sweet love my sweet dream
You have placed all the pieces back together at the seem
 
Gentaly holding my hand
In your eyes everything I understand
Boy I really have fallen in love with you
You truly are a dream come true
I'll never forget that day
When you leaned down kissing me leaving me with nothing to say
 
My sweet love my sweet dream
So unreal so beautiful I want to scream
My sweet love my sweet dream
You have placed all the pieces back together at the seem
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My Tragic Heart
 
Standing here in the cold
As my life starts to unfold
Revealing secert that have been hidden
To show you all the rides I have ridden
Showing you my tragic heart
I'm hoping to get back the missing part
Standing here staying strong
Hoping to forget about whats wrong
Some people just have it all
But I'm standing here about to fall
There's just no more tears to cry
I can't even try
The biggest part of me is dead
So many thoughts at once in my head
Feels like I'm about to bust
I lost everything even my own trust
As I hold out my hands
I'm so lost I don't understand
Love is to me is the same as hate
People basic it on their fate
It took me so long to see
That the problem wasn't always me
I know what to do to make things right
I just have to face the fears at night.
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My Two Angels
 
They mean so much to me
With me they always seem to be
They always seem to care
They bring me back up when life isn’t fair
Michelle and Ashly you’re my angels
With you two I don’t feel in tangles
If I lost you two my world would end
Then into darkness i would descend
Both of you are my light
Without you both things just wouldn’t be right
They always seem to know
When I am upset and putting on a show
They pick me up when if fall
With them I stand so tall
I forget about all my fears
They wipe away all my tears
They keep me so strong
Nothing can ever be so wrong
I love you both more and more
I know your there for me for sure
You keep me going each day
I am more thankful than I can say
I’m always going to be there for you
Just like you would be there for me to
My sweet angles at heart
In my life you will always be apart!
 
(to my lil sister's Ash and michelle you two mean so much to me i will always be
there for you no matter how far away i am!)
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My World Is Now New
 
My world is now new
I know its weird to you
I can't help but tell
That I'm the one who fell
Tears are all over the same things
I wish i could  just spread my wings
I wish I didnt have to hide from all my scary fears
to hide what's real
so this pain I didnt feel
but in the end
It's always the same around that bend
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New Friends
 
Im missing her more and more
Now i am opeing a new door
new friends that i have now
wow all i can say is how?
we all have so much fun
i just want to get up and run
I still miss michelle like always
her and i didnt do any thing
but yet we are the ones eho pay
how is this ever fair
i mean cant all of us just share
My new friends are cool
we all act like a fool
we have more fun than you all know
there is more than we all show
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No More Pain
 
I am standing here now wondering why
Why he did all that and made me cry
I tried so hard to be the girl of his dreams
Now I stand here and scream
This wasn’t fair to me at all
Thanks for letting me fall
This feeling is worse that you will ever know
I hurt way more than I let show
If only you could have seen I was dying inside
I gave it all I had I really tried
Thanks for all the pain
Tears of mine once again fell like rain
My heart have been ripped in two
All because of you!
How hateful this has made me
Now you are really going to see
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Nothing More To Say
 
you and i are never going to say
that our hearts were taken away
you know as well as me
that theres nothing there to save we
i did just as much as you
everyone knows it to
hating one another is so wrong
wasnt our love strong?
do you wish you could take it all back?
or is a heart soemthing that you lack
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Once Was A Sweet Dream
 
Once was a sweet dream
Now its so unreal
I smiled once before
Now I can't even close my  eyes
Its so very scary
To have this hurtful dream
Why is this all happing to me
Its always the same thing
I always wake up crying
In this dream I hurt my love
Why what does that mean
I can't keep haveing this very scary dream
I can't  stop screaming
Help me god
save me from this fear
that keeps me awake
and never lets me take a tiny break!
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Once Was A Sweetie
 
I once was a sweetie
now I am the enemy
I once loved
now I just hate
I once had a heart
Now its been riped apart
I once cryed
Now I can say I tried
I once said I loved you
Now I'm so confused
I once thought it would be alright
Now I sit in the night
I once thought it was me
Now I just will let that be
Once you were there
Now your no were
Once you said that we were forever
Now we will always be never
Once I was in pain
Now that feeling is so laim
Once I belived
Now I just gave up
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Once Were Lovers
 
We were once lovers
Now just friends
Now we are back again
Its like I don't know
Once your here then you go
How come I never know
Is this fair for you and me
Will this ever just be
Is it that love that stil burns within
Or is it that fear that tares us apart
Will we ever know if we are ment to be
If I never  give it that chance to see
(the person this is to knows who they are)
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One Tiny Voice
 
All it takes it one tiny voice
To tell you that somethings not right
Why won't you listen to it
I know your  very scared
But please dont hide
Its ok to cry
Listen to your heart
Its always right
May not always seem like it
But when worse comes to worse
Its all you have to go on
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One To Many Toughts
 
Walking down a never ending road
Runnung around the sharp bend
Holding on to whats left
Wishing sometimes I were a ghost
 
Please someone save me
Help me wake up from this dream
Give me something to believe in
 
Hiding who I really am
trying to be forgiving
Crying only when I'm alone
Hoping someone will someday save me
 
Don't let me fall
Hold me close
Take away all my pain
 
Wanting my loved one back
Keeping my heart hidden
Fighting for what I believe in
Getting back what they took from me!
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Open Your Eyes
 
I have been through hell
Things I will never tell
I have cried more than you know
I have more hurt than i show
one day you will see
i want all of this to just be
i hate these feelings that brun
one day you will all learn
that life is not always what it seems
it can be nice and can be mean
i had to learn that i am i
and one day you will all see
i have been hurt and i have been lied to
no this time its not all about you
i dont have a good spirit
not any more nor do i want it
i love you all
at one time i let myself fall
i am dark child
me being nice is very miled
i have gonearound the dumb never ending bend
es i wanted it all to comr to an end
i caused self-harm
i have more cuts than you know on my arm
that was i before i met him and her
they mafe me smile that i am sure
i lost she the day you took her away
why couldnt she just  stay?
why do i seem so bad?
i fell so very sad
i am not as bad as you make me
i wish i could just be free!
at times i need my team
that means my family
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Our Love Is Very Strong
 
You always said it could be never
For some reason it will always be forever
How can this be
That now one day it wil be you and me
Our love is so very strong
Nothing feels wrong
It all feels like a sweet dream
I feel like I should scream
Time just freezes when I'm with you
I hope you feel that to
Everyone alywas said wait your trun
So I did and I'm through
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Peaceful Night In A Grave Yard
 
As the fog starts to rise above the graves
The whispers of the wind start to go
Everything so still in the dead of night
As the sun sets and darkness falls
There lies a grave all alone
With only a single red rose placed upon it
A rose of red with the meaning of love
This person below is watching from above
The air blows cold
As if it were to snow
As each letter on the grave faded to see
Who was the person place here to be?
Buried below under the cold ground
With so many missed ones
Which lie all around
Not a fear to worry about
For they all went to heaven
Where they are safe
Sleep for Entirety
Even when the wind blows
That red rose never moves
As if it was mint to stay
Is that a message of goodbye?
Or for the start of something new
And only the meanings of love them to?
As angels fly over head
Like an eagle in the sky
Watching over you as you lay your self down
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Perfect Goodbye
 
Here is were I lay my body to rest
I went through the last test
I will no longer have to pray to see the light
My life has never felt so right
All the pain has vanished into air
This feeling I wish I could share
I now can watch over you
And always keep you safe to
I will always be here
Even though I’m not right there
Our friendship is forever
that’s not going to die not never!
But I got a chance to do right
I have to do this can’t wait another night
Its sad to say goodbye
But I didn’t have a choice but to die
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Please Know That I'M Right Here
 
Please know that I'm right here
I'm not going any were
I love you girl and always will
Know this before you hurt
That its not worth it
I've done it trust
Its better not to
Then to make it worse
Its better to talk
Then to hide
 
(this is to my lil sis ash and 2 of my friends)
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Please Let It Be A Dream
 
As her blood runs cold
The truth about her life starts to unfold
Her life was all a lie
She stands there trying not to cry
Trying so hard to scream
Please please let this be a dream!
She's lost and broken
What happend to the words unspoken
She feels so dead inside
So many feelings she had to hide
As the bridge she stands on starts to sway
Losing her grip to fade away
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'Please Tell Me Its True'
 
Please tell me this is all true
Boy I'm falling inlove with you
You seem to peace back together my borken heart
This to me is a bran new start
I'm your girl forever
No other boy can even  measure
Without you it wouldn't be the same
The way you make me feel is hotter than a flame
There is so much to say
But not enough time in a single day
In your eyes theres so much there to see
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Please Wake Me Up From This Dream
 
I’m trying to wake up from this dream
In this dream I am happy or at least I seem
Please wake up this night
Don’t make me wait for the light
I hate this darkened hall
I want to just let go and fall
I can’t keep crying
I am tired of always trying
This has got to come to an end
I don’t want any more time to mend
Death is driving me crazy
I get more and more lazy
I have a scary fears
I wake up with such tears
Never wanting to get out of bed
My heart never felt so dead
Please save me before its to late
Before all the love I have turns to hate
I shall parish into nothingness
My life feels less and less
Saving me now is just not the answer
Please always remember
I once lived without the tears and sorrow
You said I can again but how?
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Poor Little Girl
 
This poor little girl sits there in tears
She never thought this was something to fear
Everyone has no idea what to say
She’s not having the best day
All she keeps saying is I want her back
Now her hearts seems to have a perment crack
She wishes more than anything it’s just a bad dream
If only she could just slam things and scream
She has such a broken heart she just wants it to go away
But nothing will make up for that day
She lost something so close and dear
If only I could make her pain disappear
This poor little girl is my little sis
Bringing back her cat is something I wish
There is only so much I can do
But Ashly I hope you know I’m here for you
I’m sure she’s watching over you to make sure your alright
She is always with you even if not in sight
 
 
<Ashly this goes out to you I LOVE YOU! >
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Rain Falls
 
As the dops of water hit the ground
Its such a silent sound
As the thunder roars
Its like the beating of drums
As flashes of Lighting hit the all around
Lighten up the sky as it goes by
As the rain makes puddles for kids o play
it falls off leaves of the trees
Kids splash and play
Once in a day comes the rain fall
To wash away the very bad day.
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Reality Is Not A Sweet Dream
 
Reality is not a sweet dream
This is something that can make you  scream
Are you able to stay strong?
Even when everything is wrong?
Its almost like life puts you to the test
You keep on going, no time to rest
It brings  out your worst fears
Things that always bring tears
Yeah in a dream you might have it all
But in  reality there's nothing holding you so you can fall
You try so hard not to cry
But in your heart your wanting to die
Wishing you could wake up and everything be alright
But no you wake up to another fight!
Reality is a bitch to be
I feel bad for people who can't see
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Red As  Rose
 
Red as a rose
Pretty like the sky
Peaceful like the night
Crazy as my way
Sparkes like in your eye
What beautie is there to see
That such like another
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Riping My Own Heart
 
I'm ripeing my own heart
So that this can't start
Its easer to say goodbye
Then to just say hi
I know how it will end
I will not go around  that bend
Theres nothing more
Its all behind the door
With a lock to keep it hidden
This love should be forbidden
Now I know the truth from you
That you and I will always be through
I can't change what my faith is
God had the choice and this was his
I can't change what I didn't do
I wish I never met you
Hurting all the time
For some reason your still not slime
How can this be fair to me
When you the one who love she
Dareing to say its alright
When your not the one who cryed at night
Our love was neve ment to be or last
But my sould was not ment to be trast
I feel as if I'm breaking
Please just stop takeing
Let me just be free
Free from you and free from me
You got to stop lieing
Your makeing me feel like dieing
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Run Your Mouth Like You Always Do
 
Run your mouth like you always do
Thats not really any thing new
You say we are friends
But I know thats a lie
Stop acting as if its al going to fly
You know thats not me
You know that could never be
So just give before you get hurt
God you really are dirt
Such a waist  of my time
Jesse your worse than slime
Can't find a word for you
Oh don't cry cause all I got to say is boo hoo
I'm not palying your games
No not any more
I really just want to call you names
But hey I'l be the nice one for once
Wow you can't even say a word
Worse than a two year old!
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Seeing Whats Really Real
 
seing whats really real
thats how you will feel
never thought he could
i knew i would
i don't want to cry
i'm not going to try
close my heart for cover
so you cant run it over
i'm safe that way
theres nothing more i can say
oh wait that was a lie
there is one more thing and that is why?
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Shall It Ever Be
 
Shall it ever be
This cant be it for me
I'm not done
How can there be none
This was never fair
No we can't even share
Its hard for me to say
But I can't just sit around or lay
I need to be on my own
It was once shown
That my heart was hole
Now its in two
Please someone help me
Find were I come from
Mom dad I need you
I think I'm dieing
From this pain I have nothing left
I can't say much more but goodbye
Mom and dad
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She Sits Alone
 
she sits alone in the dark
she hides her fears behind that smile
her love for him is so very strong
but he will never know
that he riped her in two
every tear she crys
was over him
she can never love again
I know how this feels
because this girl was once me
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Shes Dead Laying There
 
This girl is standing right here
With tears of such sorrow
WIshing she knew what went so very wrong
As the blade cut accross her arm
There isn't any pain
Everything is so very numb
Her heart became apart of hate
She locked it up with thick chains
Then just through the key away
No person can enter her broken life
As drops of blood hit the cold floor
Sending shivers up her spine
Knowing this could be the night she dies
How can any one know her pain
When her whole lifes been hidden for so long
Now she dieing with her heart felt pain
As a puddle of blood forms around her
She dead laying there
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Smileing For Once
 
Smileing for once
Can't belive its me
Wow what a change
I feel way different now
Why what changed so very much
How can this be me
Is it true I can be happy to
I like this more and more
Can't belive it happend to me
Now I'm going to scream
Lol no not really thats not me
Hehe see I got you
I can be happy just not scream
 
(its cute well thats just me)
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So Different And Yet So Alike
 
You and I are very different
yet we are the same
How can this really be
I share all your thoughts
And you know all of mine
We could not be any closer
I know all  there is to know
When it come to you
And it just the same for you
when it comes to me
Wow thats so very scary
But just as much it is fun
 
(michelle this is to you. you get what i mean)
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Some Day You Will Know
 
someday you will know i love you
then again can you say you love me to?
how is it that your with she
instead of sweet little me?
i hate that it's so hard to watch you pass by me
i wish that one day it would be we and not you and me
we are like to best friends nothing more
and in some way i am not real sure
i dont know what it is
but my heart will always be his
crazy as i might say
but boy you stole my heart away
something i will never get back
loving someone else is something that i lack
weird for me to say i know
but in some way i know you it to
i am hoping in my heart
that in my life you will be apart
i know how i act
but i cant help but look back
you know i will love you
i hope you can love me to
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Something Hidden
 
I'm lost within my mind
Looking for something I will never find
My heart is in half
It gets hard to laugh
Will I be able to hold on
I'm not going to lie I am scared of ron
Thats just one of my many fears
I've cryed so many tears
Everything is ok or at least I make it seem
My fears haunt me in my dream
I don't have a safty zone
There are things  wrong they just arn't shown
something you will never see
I won't let what happend be
To much pain insdie
My life is like an up and down ride
there is a good thing in my life witch is
Spencer and my heart is his!
 
(please say somthing about this poem poeple)
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Something So Innocent
 
Something so innocent took a drastically tragic turn
There was taught a heart breaking lesson had been learnd
Coming to realize lost unfaithful lies
Screaming out in all the pain and cries
Defining truth from reality to really see
A tragic putting it out there blunt to be
Open and broken heart
To peace it back together each by tiny part
Tears occasionaly seem to fall
Stuning. shocking, terrifying them all
Not ever knowing or to understand
Trying to learn the truth of life on this land
Let the water poor like rain
Take and break down every last pain
There is a thin fake line and pretend
Coming forth the losing end
Love turns to hate
Its apart of your fate
baicing lifes drama on one simple fact
Thats a lie if only a act
A matter of you will staying strong
Even when all else fails and goes so wrong
Thoughts swirl around in ones head
All feeling within becomes dead
Evil and hatetrid become awoken
Stairing off with words unspoken
As the blood runs ice cold
The thoughs and feelings were never told
These are the things they left to hide
The things that were always kept inside
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Somethings  Arn'T Ment To Be
 
Somethings arn't ment to be
Things like you and me
I wish this wasn't true
I hate thats its not me and you
My hearts so more
I'm closeing that door
love is not apart of me anymore
That much I am sure
Nothing will ever be right
My world has no light
I am falling into the darkness
I feel less and less
The pain at frist was like stabing knifes
There was so many lifes
This is it this is the end
So now I'll say good bye my friend
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Somethings Are So Unreal, Like A Dream
 
Somethings are so unreal, like a dream
Butterflies in my Stomach  making me want to scream
Its funny how I met you
How fast I started to care about you to!
Like I have known you for so very long
Talking to you nothing can go wrong
I hope in my life you stay apart
For some reason you stole my heart
Talking to you always makes me smile
I havn't felt this way for such a while
Your something sent from above
Filling everything around me with love
Its funny how I met you
I'm so very gald I did to
Sometimes things are so unreal
There's no words for how you make me feel
You have me wrapped with your charm and so much more
I wish you could be the next person to walk through my door
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Sometimes I Feel
 
Sometimes I feel as if I am falling.
Sometimes  I feel as if the world around me never stops spinning
Sometimes I feel like giving up and letting everything go
Sometimes I feel like a puppet in a show
Sometimes I feel like I should just scream
Sometimes I feel like life is nothing but a dream
Sometimes I feel as if I’m only fake
Sometimes I feel like even when I sleep I’m still awake
 
The dream the seems to hold me ever so tight
Being in the ever so warm sunlight
All the many things I seem to see
Can this be it, can this be the real me?
The darkness seems to fade away
I’m left shocked with nothing to say
 
Sometimes I feel as if I will never understand
Sometimes I feel as someone is holding my hand
Sometimes I feel completely crazy
Sometimes I feel ever so lazy
Sometimes I feel as if I lost it all
Sometimes I feel like they let me fall
Sometimes I feel as if I did so wrong
Sometimes I feel ever so strong
 
I know now that people really do care
I also know life isn’t always fair
There will always be so memories in my heart
Even if some seem to rip it apart
Love doesn’t always have to lead to hate
I know that I can make things better its not to late
 
Sometime I feel like I should just hide
Sometimes I feel to afraid to take a step outside
Sometimes I feel like just getting up to sing
Sometimes I feel like I can do anything
Sometimes I feel as all anyone can do is lie
Sometimes I feel ever so shy
Sometimes I feel happy and sad
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Sometimes I feel ever so mad
 
I love playing in the rain
I can be strong but yet In a lot of pain
I’m not perfect nor do I want to be
I am content just being me
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Somthing I Have To Say
 
Memories are mint to last
It’s about the fun we had in the past
Like running down the street in the rain
We seem to share the same pain
Missing you so much each day!
Now its like we are drifting away
It’s like your gone
I don’t sleep I’m up till dawn
A nightmare that never seems to end
Now I have to pretend
Losing the biggest part of my heart
Now it’s all in tiny parts
Trying hard not to cry
The same thing keeps replaying in my head why?
You’re the reason I held my grip
Now I’m about to slip
Wishing we could go back
My world now is nothing but black
Life to me is nothing but a test
I wish I could lay in my bed and rest
As tears fall and fall
I wish you could hear me call
I keep our memories in a frame
Knowing things will never be the same
The light in my heart has burned out
Your name is what I want to shout
But you will never hear me
And no one will ever see
Needing you here
But you all the way over there
Some people are just so blind
Even when you give that one sign
Staying so very strong
But in my heart everything feels so wrong
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Sorry Ending
 
I cannot help now but to cry!
Why could not any one realize?
This was all coming to an end
I cant pretend
 
Sorry ending for you and me
No one in this world will ever see
That was all in my past
Memories I tired to always put last
 
Why did you give them back to me?
Why did you never let them be?
Life was something before now
You say it is but how?
 
I have my life all out of whack
People say I am insane for the way I act
How could they even know?
I have bad way of not letting things show
 
You know as well as me
That this is something that many do not see
I miss my little sister increasingly
That is something everyone can see plainly
 
Please do not let me fall again
Being happy is something I protein
Will you be the one to save me?
Or be the one who let me go?
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Stop Choking Me!
 
Is this real or is it a dream
Why can't I scream?
Everythings all black I can't see
Stop choking me!
I'm losing my breath
I'm getting close to to death
I have no voice I can't speak
Feeling ever so weak
Not a single tear will fall
There isn't anyone I can call
I thought I was safe I guess that was a lie
Yet for some reason I can't cry
Stop choking me!
Please I beg you to let me be
All I  hear is the pounding of my heart
When will this end, how did it start?
Why does everything go so wrong
I can't break free, I'm not that strong
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Sweet Love
 
As she lays there with a smile on her face
He sits besides her kissing her sweet lips
The shivers that run through her body and more
Oh baby he says with that sparkle in his eyes
She kisses him playfully then comes the smile
As she pulls him upon her with a cute little laugh
Kissing her he touches her body
Feeling her silk smoth skin against his
The hard breathing and pounding of their hearts
The feelings just rise and rise
Clinching her arms around him
Looking deeping into her eyes
Seeing the passion burn ever so deep
Let this last forever he thinks to him self
This is it she can't take much more
Letting him have her soul and all
Giving what was once hers to him
As he does the same
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Sweet Thoughts
 
It burns like the sun
It's as blue as the sky
It's as red as a rose
It's that sparkle in your eyes
It's as solf as the wind
It's as calm as the water
It's that love you bring
Its that shiver you can feel
It's the memories we share
Its that dream I have
Its the life we live
Its the truth thats there
Its the feeling we bring
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Taken Away
 
I can’t help but to feel like I’m falling
Losing a grip that was never there
Going to hit the ground harder this time
Not ever knowing why
Its unfair for this to be happening to me
As tears roll down my face
My heart breaks in two
No one can change this
I guess it’s the end for me
I’m wishing this could never be
But I can’t change what’s in store
I don’t want to say goodbye
Then again do I really have a choice?
I want to scream
Please someone save me!
But my voice is faint
So no one hears my cry
I don’t have a choice but to fade from sight
Trying to run or hide is not going to help me
So I just lay there and let the darkness take me
As my eyes close for eternity
My breath is now gone
As my heart stops I lay there dead.
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Taken Away By The Thruth
 
When did I become your enemy?
What happend to out memory?
You seem to judge when its not right
Making people cry in the middle of the night
you never know a heart can be so precious
To some  love can be so dangerous
Something so sentimental
feelings of the heart become so experimental
Getting hurt and trying to stay strong
But in a break up you still feel you were wrong
Trying to harder than ever to protect
Always in the end you're the one with the most effect
At first there  is so much passion
But  when it ends it feels like your in a dying prison
Starting to have random acts of mindlessness
Always in that state of consciousness
It's funny how it all seems to change
Drama fallows in a wide range
It's always an accident
Something they claim to be so very innocent
When it comes to the end again you stop your affection
You stop paying so much attention
You lose  sight of what  you are
You lose all hope and become so far
Losing your grip and about the hit the floor
All because that person just walked right out the door
Something good for you to know
Just because you hurt don't mean you have to put on a show
Yeah we all end up with a broken heart
And yeah it does feel like its been ripped apart
You  don't have to be a pretender
In the end  its going to get better
I know for a fact to say
That there's always going to  be another day
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Tears That Fall Like Rain
 
Tears that fall like rain
Its such a hard thing to hide
Why did I have to be the one cry
Couldn't it have been him
God why did I have to be the one to be hurt
Could you not have made me numb
Same as it always is
Their the ones who get away
Can it be that girls have hearts
And boys like to ripe them in parts
Why can this really be
Is it just me
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The Boy Who Caught My Eye
 
Walking through the door to see him sitting there
I smiled when my friend said he's looken over here
Later that night he held my hand
What I was feeling I didn't understand
This is the truth I would lie
This is the boy who caught my eye
I never thought I would see him after that night
I guess for once rhis was something right
Smiling thinking about our first date
My sister says he is in my fate
I still remember our first kiss
He made my every wish
I never thought this  would happen to me
I'm in love can you see?
Nothing from him I have to hide
To tell you the truth I don't understand this feeling inside
It's almost like a sweet dream
With all these new feelings I want to scream
 
(This is about my love. I don't know what I would do without him)
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The Boy Who Caught My Eye With His Lies
 
When I walked through the door and saw you there
We became something great, I thought you would always be here
I wish you never would have hald my hand
Back then I thought I knew but now I understand
Your the boy who caught my eyes
Caught them with your many lies
Your nothing like our first date
We are over a second chance is just to late
I still remember our first kiss
With it you tore my every wish
I never thought you would take forgranted my love or heart
I guess I was blind to think you would tare it apart
The hurtful things you said, the way you made me feel
After getting hit I wished you weren't real
I never thought you would do that to me
The true you I finally see
Everything from you I stared to hide
For the fact that you tore me up inside
Everything became my worst dream
So many times I wanted to break down and scream
Because of you I had so many sleepless nights
Replaing all of our many fights
I fell out of love with you
Ending it for good I had enough I was through
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The Dangers In My Mind
 
The fire that burns behind my eyes
The hatered from all the lies
You can feel the coldness on my hand, the warmth you can't find
The dangers in my mind
This isn't something you want to see
I wouldn't piss me off it's really better to just let it be
I'm fed up with all this pain
As each day goes by I become insain
At the end of the day, I'm going to have a cold and black heart
Because of things that had to start
The pain and hate start to collide
Everythings going to come out from down inside
Even when the pain goes away the hate still remains
They would lock me away in chains
If only they knew the dangers in my mind
Wish I could just rewind
It's  hard to put this all in a sentence
I really wish I could just sit here in silence
In my dreams we all sing and dance
With my thoughts during the say it's as if I'm in a trance
Letting go of all of you to watch you fall
There's never going to be a time to have it all
Always and forever will be craved on my grave
I'm into deep for anyone to save
People say I'm so very wrong
Haha I would like to see them all stay strong
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The Easy Way Out
 
The easy way out
Its just a little cut
No more than that
to end it all
Take the easy way out
It only hurts for a little bit
Then you black out
Oh wait don't do that
Its not that easy at all
In fact Its hard to make that Little cut
Plus its not right
Just fight and make it easy
Try and you'll just see
The easy way out
Is not always right
When it come down to it
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The Perfect Place
 
We can walk down a path that’s so dark and scary
We can be all-alone and not know what to do
Be so lost and so very confused
Wanting to cry and just give up
There is that place where it’s all-good
There’s no dark hall or scary places
There is no hurting or pain
Its almost like your in heaven
But with out the wings or angels
It a place where all is so pretty
It’s a place you can have in your dreams
It never fads or goes away
It’s a place where you feel so safe
It’s a place like this
Looking over the water seeing the clouds
Nothing can go wrong in this place of mine
Something so peaceful looking
Just open your eyes can you can see
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The Truth Unwines Its Self
 
As if I were in a sweet never ending dream
I don’t have to wait Nor can I scream
Its all almost unreal
The warmth from love is what I feel
He kisses me so sweet upon the lips
Sending shivers all over down to my finger tips
When you wrap me in your arms
Its almost like nothing can hurt me in life’s harm
The in brace of being next to you
Its like its only us two
Falling asleep under the stars in the middle of night
Nothing in life can more right
When the rain starts to fall
We still lay there in the center of it all
Laying there for what seems like forever
Promising to never be with another
Its so hard to really see
That you really want to spend the rest of your life with me
As each day passed by
I started thinking why
Then it all hit me at once
There has been something wrong for months
I realize I was believing your lie
Now I am so shocked I can’t help but to cry
Was this all just a dream?
Now all I want to do is scream
I can’t believe I saw you with she
When all along you were saying you love me
I guess after all the lies the truth is not to far behind
Maybe that’s something I never wanted to find
What’s worse about it all is that was my best friend
You kissed her knowing if I knew I would never mend
Now I stand here trying to put that memory last
Because that’s something in my past
Yet for some damn reason you still have my heart
Even though its only a tiny part
I left with the words unspoken
Never letting you know you left me broken
The greatest feeling of our first kiss
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Now the worse feeling of love to miss
You said how you felt so bad
But from the start you I never had
The piercing pain
What happen to the stuff said in the rain?
 
(something they thought would stay hidden)
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The Weight Of The World
 
the weight of the world
closeing all around me
the hurt and pain
wont just go away
crying tears of sorrow
falling beneath you grasp
allowing my self to dift away
way out of sight and out fo mind
to the beneath is were I'm going
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The Wind Blows Ever So Light
 
The wind blows ever so light
Holding his hand ever so tight
He wrapps me tight in his arms
He's got me wrapped with all his charms
I look deep into those beautiful eyes
The thought of losing him makes me want to cry
I love it when he says I love you
I want you to know baby I love you to
There is so much only you will ever see
I know no matter what You will always be there for me
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Their Worlds
 
This girl is all wrapped up in an emotion she doesn’t understand,
She just keeps on walking and doesn’t want anyone to take her hand,
Frustrated with tears streaming down her cheeks,
Feeling lost it seems she’s felt this way for weeks,
Unsure of what’s truly wrong,
She’s tired and anymore doesn’t want to be strong,
Things seem to be falling apart,
There’s like nothing left of her broken heart,
The world seems to be spinning, but she’s standing in place,
With mixed emotions within her face,
This boy doesn’t know how he’s to feel anymore,
Like he doesn’t belong here standing at her door,
He just really wants this meant to be,
Pouring his heart out he just wants her to see,
He’s just so lost and doesn’t understand,
Shaking he tries to steady his hand,
Why does being in love have to hurt so bad,
How come he can’t have back what he had,
Standing there he’s trying to put things together,
What happened to his forever,
She’s lost and doesn’t want found,
He sits in his room in silent’s never making a sound,
Their worlds are falling apart,
Neither one seems to have much of a heart,
Her world feels cold and she’s all alone,
He sits thinking to himself he should have known,
They fear to hold anything dear,
Blocking everyone out with a sneer,
She’s no longer put together in ease,
He stands still watching the world freeze,
Nothing to them seems real fair,
But maybe one day they will truly care.
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There In A Dream
 
There in a dream nothing is wrong
In real life we arn't that strong
Holding on to what we believe in our hearts
But what happens when it breaks in parts?
We just keep hiding our fears
So we don't show any tears
Everyone needs time to mend
When will all of the pain end?
Will any one ever know?
Can you be the one to let it show
Things that replay in the past
those are memories we put last
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There's So Much Left To Say
 
Words I don't  think I can say
I still stand here wondering why you walked away
Your never going to know the feelings I hide
Like the broken heart I have inside
I try so hard to regain it all
But you keep setting me up to fall
Tell me the truth did you really love me?
Or was the truth to hard for us to see?
Love is not a fact its a feeling
The true you was revealing
About me will you ever care
I use to think being alone wasn't fair
I remember when we first said hi
Its painful  to think about when we said goodbye
Poeple say we were a great match in the past
Were we ever ment to last?
I thought we were ment to last forever
Or maybe we are ment to be with another
The truth starts to unfold
Leaving me here shivering cold
There's so much left to say
But not enough time is a  day
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They Will Always Have Each Others Heart
 
They walk down this dark path hand in hand
The world around them they will never understand
He looks deep into her eyes
Thinking back they remember all the cries
The burning of the once bright flame
Things change so fast nothing seems to stay the same
Never once did they let eacher fall
When their together they feel as if they have it all
Yet there was something they were missing, something they didn't see
How things were to end up to be
Now after so long they both walked away
Letting go with nothing to say
Memories will always last
Even if their love was in the past
They will always have eachers hearts
Even if they have to find the tiny parts
All the tears someone else had to dry
It's over now no more tears to cry
It's almost written out just like a book
You just have to really look
As the pain seemed to have grew and grew
Finally they gave up because they knew the whole thing was through
Sooner or later in life their paths will cross
But they won't see anything as a loss
They will stop and smile then she will go her way and he will go his
They know now it's just how it is
Faith brought them together but didn't make it something to last
Fate made it apart of their past
She will whsiper the worlds I love you
Without ever knowing hes whsipering the words I love you to
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Things I Must Say
 
I guess the truth must come out sooner or later
To my-self I feel like a traitor
Letting my-self play your little game
Putting me in so much misery and shame
I don't understand how you could be so mean
Taking a break I have to redeem
In you, in us I had so much belief
Ending it and walking away was such a relief
You were not like you once appeared
In you I cowered to, of you I feared
Getting slapped made it hard to think
So many tears to scared to blink
Baby I love was all a lie
I don't get why you were able to cry
Giving you everything even my heart
Like everyone else you tore it apart
You told me you would never do it again just wait and see
But because of you I lost sight of me
Making up so many rules and more
Never letting out, blocking the door
Until I ended it and started all new
Having no idea what you put me through
At one time I truly did care
Yet you made everything so unfair
The same thing over and over you would recite
Everything always ending in another fight
Out of sight but the image aalways in mind
What you took from me I'll never find
All the things I've ever wanted to say
There wouldn't be enough time in a day
scars so deep from all the pain
I almost lost in and went insane
I'm gone I just coudn't take anymore
I'll never forget when I walked out the door
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This Girl Had Enough
 
A girl with a broken heart
It was once whole now it’s ripped apart
That boy don’t know what he did
He had to act like a little kid
She cried all night
She always thought things were right
He is never going to know
How far he made her go
She was always so fair
But he never seems to care
This girl had enough
It was time to play it rough
When he came over that day
All she had to say
“I never did a thing so take your stuff and go”
He looked at her with shock and said, “What is this some kind of show”
Now this girl is with someone new
And happy as ever to
That boy knows what he did wrong
Because with out her he’s not so strong
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This Is My True Story
 
This is my true story
About a friend and me
We were always hanging out
Never a worry or a doubt
We would run in the rain
Just to laugh and play
Not a care to get grounded
What we new was we had etcher
For once we thought it all was ok
But that all change the day they took her away
It killed us both not to talk
Even now its still not fair
We have our nick names
like Lil and big sis
We even snuck out just to see one another
All because you wouldn’t let us
Now I cry knowing I can’t be there
and she will never again be right here
We both wear a neckless to show we still have etcher
But no one else seems to understand we need one another
She will always be my little sister!
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Thought I Wasn'T Strong
 
You know I use to think I wasn’t that strong
Now I know I was so very wrong
I really thought you would always be there
Now I walk alone everywhere
Because of you I have a cold heart
How could you rip mine apart
Thanks for showing the real you
I guess then I can play that game to
Maybe loving you was a waist of time
I guess people were right you are slime
Maybe I set myself up for that one
Seeing to you it was nothing but fun
I’m to much to handle for a good boy
To what I’m use to you’re a boy toy
Look I’m not trying to be mean or hateful
I can be mean and I can also be playful
But you will never get to see that side
All because from you the real me I had to hide
I hope this opens your eyes
Cause before you didn’t hear my cries
It’s hard to say goodbye
Maybe I was better never saying hi
Yeah you took my breath away
Only because you shocked me that day!
 
(thanks for showing me the real you!)
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Thoughts Within My Head
 
Trying hard to get out the feeling
Unsure how to put something thats never been spoken
Oh so many thoughts all at once
Will they ever come out of my mouth and not lost in my head
I can only wonder but never know
As the fire builds up behind my eyes
Not one will ever know the haterd I hold inside
The bitterness against the world around me
The people that seem to pass but never seem to stay
So many sorts of things I hear
No one knows I'm even standing here
They think they know everything there is to know
If only they knew they didn't know half of what they should
I clinch my fists together and bite my toung
When really I was to lash out and kill this pain
Say the things that seem to burn ever so deep in my mind
There's not point to pray to god right now he can't help
I'm strong enough to do this on my own
I've been doing it all this time alone
Some people say she has it all
They don't know half of what I go through
True friends arn't real
Family is a treasure is something you should hold on to
Leaving a place isn't always bad
To leave something dreadful
I'd like to see them try and break me
I'll get back up and smile in their face!
I'm a reble for life there's no changing me!
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Time To Just Die
 
Time to just die
To just go on my own
Its not the same with me any more
I'm not going to quite
Its just not right
Hard to see me now
Thats cause I changed so much
I am no longer your slave
To be free and do as I please
Its no longer you and me
No one to answer to
No one to worried about
Its just me me me
Love just being who I want to be
Not who other people want
I free from your misery
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To For Get Or Understand
 
Walking down the broken hall
Picking up each piece of my broken heart that had to fall
Breathing heavy with my heart racing
The perfict family I was chacing
This is my perfict nightmare
With you guys I'm not going to share
I'm sitting here with my broken heart
As all around me falls apart
To forget or to understand
Was this pain all pland?
The bleeding pain
The perfict heart blood stain
Last words to say is I love you
Hoping the person loves you to
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To Many Tears
 
to many tears were cryed over you
but instead i can't even hate you
you caused me so much pain
I'm going to go insain
my hearts breaking in half
all you can do is laugh
sick is what you make me
just stop taking and let it be
you caused me to do things that weren't right
I had to blow out the candle light
my soul has trund black
the love from you was such a lack
I wish in my heart I could just take it back
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To Much Pain To Fight! !
 
To much here to say
I hate each and every day
Nothing is ever fair to me
but no one seems to see
to much pain to fight
nothing feels right
My heart is not whole
who said that was ever a rule?
Why can’t I let any of this show
It hurts even though
Please someone save me
don’t let me fade to see
I have those feeling to die
I’m sorry I can’t just lie
My last words to all
Save me save me before I fall!
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To Sleep Forever In Heavon
 
Sitting by my window
Watching as the rain falls to the ground
Sitting there with nothing to say
Thinking about all the memories
How much time has passed
Fades within the drakness
Where the light slowly goes out
Sitting by this window with crying eyes
No one will ever see the truth
So much there thats hidden
Holding on so very close
As I fade to become a ghost
Drawing a heart on this window
With the blood from my own wrists
The words of a broken heart
'I'm sorry this all fell apart'
As I lay my head down and close my crying eyes
The lights goes out
To now sleep forever in heavon.
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Troubles All Around
 
Sorrow beneath a sheet of ice so black
To tired and scared to just turn back
For once true love dies so fast
Lust over love what seems to last
Whipping away tears from eyes so red
Can’t think straight with thoughts in ones head
Swollen and sore from pains so deep
Sitting all alone starting to weep
Something so very close taken far away
Breathless and shocked unsure what to say
Heart pounding faster nothing else to hear
Troubles all around everything else to fear
A lesson learned a lesson to teach
So many goals so many things to reach
So many people so many sides
Feeling nauseas from the Rolla coaster rides
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Truth Be Told
 
Scared to say whats really there
Unsure if its really fair
So let the truth be told
You can let it free and still have a tight hold
Now everything is starting to turn out right
There is no more of never ending fight
I'm free for once to be me
Allowed to let everyone finally see
Finally able to show a sweeter side
Now I can take a step off the ride
getting that much closer to my happy ending
There's no more being fake or pretending
I get to stand here with nothing to say
For once to relax and just watch the day
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Under My Spell
 
Falling asleep
beneth the stars
Under my spell
is were he shall fall
dirfting off  to some were new
were he can be with me and you
under my spell
for no one to see
will he fall below me?
these people are  mine
to show them truth
because they arent great
as he could ever be
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Under The Stars In His Arms
 
Laying there under the starts
Wraped in his arms
Nothing to worry about in that point in time
Smileing up at him with a sparkle in his eyes
The night that means so much
As he hold me closer as if never to let me go
Leaning down to kiss me ever so sweet
As if taking my breath from me
My hearts starts to beat faster
As you smiles down at me
Whipers the words I love you in my ear
Sending shivers up my spine
Everytime you touch me
Rolling on the ground laughing
Play fighting in the night
Standing there giggling
As he runs for me
Warping me tight in his arms
Smiling up at him
Knowing  I am safe from all the harm
Just knowing I'm the girl he loves
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Under The Surfaces
 
Beneath what you all know
There is more than I let show
In the night I do cry
But when you ask I lie
There are reasons I do it
I know longer have my sweet spirit
My nightmares replay
I see things I could never say
I am so very strong
Why does life feel so very wrong
I don’t want to try any more
I’m tired of being number four
I can’t help but to feel this heart break
All people around me do is take
This my life its all real
I don’t any one will understand how I feel!
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Understanding
 
There are those things in life we Just don’t understand
Things don’t always worked out like they are planed
Yes we do cry and get a broken heart
But it don’t mean we have to restart
We all of have our fears
At one time we have all showed tears
We have all been judged in some way
Even when we had nothing to say
Some people just don’t care
Making things so unfair
We always seem to try
Even when its all a lie
Some may feel things that others don’t know
Then can also feel so low
We don’t because it’s a rule
people claim god to be a fool
But that’s not true
I am none of the few
I hide away so much more
I stay hidden in behind that door
Crying only in the rain
Trying so hard to hide the pain!
Wishing to take it all back
My lights gone black
nothing feels right
staying up in the night
Holding on to memories so they will last
I can’t forget my past
Its was make me this way
I just want to close my eyes and fade away
Life is nothing but a dream
Sometimes a nightmare that makes you scream
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Unfit Friendship
 
They say to her to not be around me
They said to me to never talk to she
When they said this nasty stuff to us
It really made us want to cuss
They said our friendship was unfit
Here's the thing we never had a problem with it
So what right did  they have to say?
She was the reason I made it each day!
But now she's gone because of this
All because the last word was his
Her and I needed one another
How would you even know your not her mother
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Unforgettable Car Ride
 
Something never to forget that very night,
Driving home laughing, everything alright,
Seeing headlights come at us, smile fading from my face,
They were in a hurry, like beating the red light was a race,
Turning my head to get away from the car,
Head turned  but not being able to get far,
In a split second the vehicles collide,
Trying all I wanted to do was hide,
The crunching of the metals was such a horrifying sound,
Hitting our vehicle so hard, causing us to spin around,
Smacking the side of my face, after sitting there dazed,
Finally able to get out looking at both vehicles amazed,
My boyfriend was fine, shaken up as he got out of the driver side,
Something unexpected an unforgettable ride,
I’ll never understand how the girl could drink or do drugs and drive,
The accident was bad, but at least we’re all alive,
The passenger in the other car with a broken nose,
Everything after felt like it froze,
My mom came down and held me tight,
Where everything took place was such a sight,
People talk about it all the time, but you never know,
Its different when your in it, than watching a show,
I never thought it would happen to me,
Somethings happen to open your eyes to see.
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Unforgiving This Time Around
 
I’m not scared anymore of you
Hitting me was the last thing you will ever do
I’ve walked away knowing things were never going to be alright
I got tired of everything day being another fight
I had to learn its just better being only me
However I wish it didn’t take me so long to see
At one time you were my everything and more
But  you lost me when I walked out that door
Unforgiving this time around
With you I lost something after everything the truth was found
Was I ever in love I don’t really know
But if you did love hitting me wasn’t away to show
I’ve blocked every memory and threw out every gift given to me
what was this all for? What was it meant to be?
I thought I was strong but you made me feel weak
You made it hard to fight back or speak
Letting things for so long I was wrong
Now I can stand here and take anything from being so strong
Unforgiving this time around
This time I’m not scared to speak up and make a sound
I finally got up and walked away
I guess there isn’t much left to say
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Unspoken And Unheard
 
I’m losing it all
Nothing left but to fall
Living on the outside but when really I’m dying
I smile but no one sees me crying
How did I end up in hell?
How couldn’t any one tell?
As each thing is taken away
I can’t believe I make it each day
Knowing this is the end for me
Only wish that It wasn’t to late to see
I reached out my hand
But there you just stand
This was a never ending fight
Something that only a few see is right
As the blood drips from my heart
As each piece is ripped apart
Its not something any one will ever know
Cause its just something I’m not willing to show
Everyone thinks I’m all a game
But how  can you know when I never act the same
People say don’t give up and always try
But when will it get better unless I die?
There is no answer here
In fact there’s never going to be an answer any where
Walking down this path of memories from the past
Memories of fun that are now last
I hate to smile and laugh
I just want to come to the end of my path
There nothing like a life that’s dying
Even when the person keeps on trying
I hate having to hide
This feeling is up and down like a ride
In death people think happiness is found
But how can happiness be being placed in the ground?
Yeah heaven must be great and all
But can’t you wait till its your turn instead of letting that littlest bit of hope fall?
I always want to just scream
Is this real or a dream?
Its like I’m standing on broken glass
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Right in front of you I pass
Tears start to fall once again from my eyes
Only wishing I knew the truth to all the lies
I stopped I can’t breath any more
I feel like I’m already dead and about to hit the floor
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Waking Up From A Dream
 
I’m trying to wake up from this dream
In this dream I am happy or at least I seem
Please wake up this night
Don’t make me wait for the light
I hate this darkened hall
I want to just let go and fall
I can’t keep crying
I am tired of always trying
This has got to come to an end
I don’t want any more time to mend
Death is driving me crazy
I get more and more lazy
I have a scary fears
I wake up with such tears
Never wanting to get out of bed
My heart never felt so dead
Please save me before its to late
Before all the love I have turns to hate
I shall parish into nothingness
My life feels less and less
Saving me now is just not the answer
Please always remember
I once lived without the tears and sorrow
You said I can again but how?
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We All Have Dreams
 
We all have dreams that we hide
Things that all of us keep inside
Memories that feel so unreal
It's going to take time to heal
To many people heard my crys
Hate is what you see in my cold eyes
Yeah I do have a heart ingraved on my arm
But remeber you did self harm
I do have a dark spirit
Everyone always knew it
Stop trying to pretend
This is all coming to an end
Look back into the past
I was always last
Yeah thats something I am sure
I don't  want you here any more
As good as you make it seem
You can't wake up this is not a dream
Come on you didn't think you were clever
Thats really a never
You love to take and take
I wish I could drowned you in a lake
Do you have an off lever
I think your favorit word is what ever
 
(wrote a wile ago)
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We Believe With The Smallest Part Of Our Hearts
 
We believe with the smallest part of our hearts
That thing becomes better with every new start
The truth unrattles its-self for all to see
The lies become a game of fun to be
It's been hard for all to hide
What an unforgetting scary ride
It's almost like a dream
Please try not to scream
How is it that I can't cry
I'm not sure I even want to try
Love is not in my fate
All of it turns to hate
Words that were spoken
It's just another heart broken
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We Make Choices
 
We make choices to live by
Choices to keep us going even when we cry
A rule never said but that's always there
In a world cold, black and very unfair
We make choices to keep us safe from the harm
Like being warned to back away like an alarm
Something more like words never spoken
Take away the net what's keeping us from being broken
We make choices hopeing  for them to keep us strong
But taking any steps back everything is still all wrong
Standing still breathing slow just isn't working out right
Fists up heart racing your always ready to fight
We make choices because it's what  we've been told
Knuckles turning white from having such a tight hold
We've grown up use to it but doesn't make it true
The real choices are always up to you!
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We’ll Make It Through
 
Things seem hard right now but we will make it through
Baby no matter what I will wait for you
I won’t ever go anywhere
I’m always going to be right here
 
 
Love is never easy but its worth it all
I will always be right here when you feel like your going to fall
I’ll hold you up like you’ve done for me
No one will ever truly know or see
Because of you I am so very strong
With you nothing can be so wrong
You have whipped away my tears
Chased away all of my fears
 
Things seem hard right now but we will make it through
Baby no matter what I will wait for you
I won’t ever go anywhere
I’m always going to be right here
 
 
There is so much I don’t understand or know
But I know I will make it from the love that you show
Baby you’re my everything and more
I will count down the days until you walk back through that door
To wrap my arms tight around you
Tell you how much I love you to
Never again to let you go away
Even if just for one day
 
Things seem hard right now but we will make it through
Baby no matter what I will wait for you
I won’t ever go anywhere
I’m always going to be right here
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We'Re Broken And Alone
 
People you see everyday
They don’t have much to say
Their life to them is one big ride
Broken up all inside
Holding back so many tears
Their life is biased around their fears
Stuck in a world with heart ache and pain
The only time you see them cry is in the rain
Their broken and alone falling apart with their broken hearts
Wanting out of their life that’s falling apart
Should they keep living their lie?
Or should they end it all and die?
The choice is up to you
Will you be the one to let them fall to?
You see them as a token
But none of you see they are broken
The truth is what they want you to see
But they really want you to let them be
All of the sudden you seem to care
Now that there hearts are being to tare
The world to them they wish would just end
So they don’t have to pretend
Sometimes it’s just to late
I guess its all a matter of believing in your fait
You will never know why
They are giving up and won’t try
This is something only they know
All because this is their show
They smile to put on an act
Being happy all the time is a fact
You think you know them so well
But yet you couldn’t tell
They are alone in this world so black
The one thing they won’t do is look back
If you knew half of what is hidden
The thoughts they get should be forbidden
 
(this was my way of telling people the truth my little sister ashly helped me with
this peom)
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What Do You Do
 
what do you do
what do you say
when someone says
I love you
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What Made Him Do This, I'Ll Never Know Why
 
As the wind blows, the air around blows  colder
Standing there I can feel his breath on my shoulder
Out of nowhere his hands around my neck with a grip
With pain so tight, reality starts to slip
My heart pounding, breath caught inside
Scared and worried trying to hide
I can't fight back, its to dark to even see
Just don't understand why its happening to me
 
He came out of nowhere with a face not to care
Grabbing my neck from behind, he made this all unfair
Praying to myself for someone to save me
Never asking for this nightmare to come true or be
Things have just gone all wrong
Finally trying to break free from a grip so strong
My vision just doesn't seem so clear
His face is so twisted with  sneer
 
Stumbling back I'm free and far away
Rubbing my neck, with no words to say
He stands with a smile upon his face
Between my nightmare and reality there's not much space
With fierce swings our blows collide
No longer do I feel weak inside
Taking back every heart break back and lie
What made him do this, I'll never know why
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What My Hearts Telling Me To Do.
 
They say go with what my heart tells you to do
My hearts saying I'm in love with you
Taking a chance and going with what my heart is telling me
Lets see if all of this is truly ment to be
Let see after so long if we're mnet to last
This time lets take things slow and not move so fast
 
They say go with what your hearts telling you to do
My hearts telling me to put everything on the line for you
I never thought I'd get a second chance with this
Boy you truly are my every wish
So many things I feel I want you to know
Smiling and giggleing are hard not to show
Some how you just stole my heart
In my life no matter what promise you'll always be apart
 
People are telling to follow what my heart is saying to me
How much I love and care about you you'll never see
Being far apart isn't fair
I get through the day knowing that you really do care
Boy your my wish come true
Boy forever I want to be with you
So much to say but not enough time in a day
How about starting something new, what do you say?
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Whats Real And Whats Not
 
How will I ever know
Whats real and  whats not
Will I ever know that you loved me
Or ever cared at all
Was it me or was it you
Will it ever be just us
Or will I just drift away
Is it love or is it hate
Can be in between
Whats real and whats not
Thats one thing I'll never know
And its hurt so
Why must it be so hard
I know now its was never you and me
It was you and she
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Whats Up And What Went Down
 
I'm on the go once again to hide
Can you see me go on this ride?
I make it to the very top and have it all
Then all of the sudden I lost it all and fall
I get so close and yet so far
Its like I'm running away in that car
I went from loving and thankful
To mean and hateful
Poeple seem to always ask why
But not a one of them know I cry
See I always have to pretend
I know were it began but I dont know where it will end
Tell me something god will there always be this pain?
Will I be able to stand here and scream in the rain?
Was my life just a bad dream
Or is this real and  I can't just scream
Dear god if this is just my living nightmare
Wake me up so my heart won't tare
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When You Left
 
When you left
You took apart of me with you
That part I can never get back
I lost all hope
I'm going to fall
Now you can take that all back
Have you not cause enough pain for me
Why must you be you
Stop takeing my loved ones
Its just not fair
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Why Does Pain Hurt So Bad
 
Why does pain have to hurt so bad
It gets so unbearable
It never is fair
Nor is it right
It makes us cry in the middle of the night
Always seems to give scary thoughts
Makeing people want to die
Everyone always asks why
You will spend your whole
life wondering why
I wish I could say other wise
But for nowI just can't
Please know in time
It will be alright
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Why Must Love Be
 
Why must love be so very hard
How come it makes us cry
What makes it so very good
Why do we waist our time
how come you can't say why
What made it so very hard
I never want to love again
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Why Was It Me
 
why was it me
What did I ever do
How could you do that to me
You left without a goodbye
Didn't you love me at all
Why was it me dad
Why did you hurt me so
all I ever wanted was for you to care
I guess thats a wish that will never come true
 
(I wrote this when my dad stoped comeing around)
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Why Why Why
 
In the dark is were I'll be
I can't stand being me
here I go around the bend
I want this to just end
I dont want these's thoughts any more
This is what goes on behind the door
I cry all night long
Everything is so very wrong
I think about dieing
Why why why
whats so very wrong with me
I hate this feeling deep inside me
Its so unfair
why doesn't any one care
I'm hurting inside
And you could care less
Why why why
whats so very wrong with me
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'Will She Wait Forever? '
 
She sits there alone wondering why
Hoping she don't break down and cry
The love she has for him is ever so strong
Being without him feels so wrong
Nothing in life is ever so fair
All she wants is for him to care
As the story keeps on playing
As people keep on saying
She keeps on asking her self 'Does he love me? '
will she be able to wait forever to see?
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Words Left Unspoken Between Lovers
 
So many things were left unspoken
Her heart is now broken
Her life is so much like a scary dream
She wakes up with a scream
Will this pain last forever?
She wanted him not another
He just up and walk away
Leaving her there stund with nothing to say
As she stands there with her broke heart
He ripped it out and tore is apart
She tryes so hard not to cry
Why did she believe his lie?
She thought he was her lover
Now  she crys and holds tight to her cover
She looks into the mirrer and asks why didn't he love me?
I guess I am not as good as she
I wish we didn't have to say goodbye
Wish he would at least try
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Writing In The Candle Light
 
She sits there writing in the candle light
As tears fall from her eyes nothing seems right
The letters hard to read from all the tears
Everything she writes are all about her  fears
What happend to the time when she laughed and didn't cry?
What happend to the time when she didn't give up but try?
Things around her feel wrong
It gets harder for her to stay strong
As she places the deep cut in her arm
There is no pain in her self harm
Her heart becomes so numb
She whips away the tears this is so dumb
She writing a letter when no one will care
Life is never going to be fair
All her love turns to hate
There won't be any going bacl thats just to late
Taking the letter in her hand
In front of the fire place she goes to stand
Setting the letter in the flame
Theres not going to be anymore shame
Taking the knife in her hand to rip the pain apart
Taking the knife and cutting out her heart.
The blood flows down to the floor
For her its just a closed door
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Writter's Block
 
A story that was once written out so clear
Everything so close and dear
Slowly things start to fade from their place
Then disappearing in a steady pace
The writting starts to fade as the pages go black
The writter has to stop and can't go back
Leaving no ending no place to go
There aren't even any pictures to show
No emotion or thought to hear or see
Soon to have nothing left to be
No way to understand or be wrong
no rules saying to be strong
Starting in the same place with the same thought
There's just something there which has you caught
As the time passes on the clock
The writter seems to have writtes block
Sitting there with nothing to say
Time just keeps on going with each passing day
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You Asked Me Why
 
You asked me why
I'm not even going to try
You think its all about you
I can play that game to
You had to make up lies
I'm not going to cry
You did it once more
I'm not so sure
You can't have my heart
Not even one part
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You Didn'T Care Before
 
Bleeding away all my pain
You couldn't save me now
I am way to far gone
You weren't there for so long
Now that you want to care
It's just to late for sorry
You didn't care before
why start now and waist my time?
I always cryed over you
Now its your trun to cry over me
I don't haev to be the one with a broken heart
Now its your trun to feel what I did for so long
I want to say goodbye and be nice
But then i just don't how you really feel right now!
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You Fight And Fight
 
You fight and fight
Likes  its alright
She sits there and watchs close
Somethimes she wish she were a ghost
Can't you see that it hurts her
To hear you screaming
Look what you made her do
She put that tiny cut just to show you
Take it from me its not ok
When your kid has to say
Mom and dad please stop
Its not fair for us to have to hear
If your not happy then go away
Leave us all here to just be!
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You Have To Let Me Grow Up
 
Mom I love you
Yes I know you love me to
But mom I'm a big girl now
You have to understand how
I'm going to be just fine
Mom I'm not nine
Yes its hard for you to grasp that I am older
But mom always remember
i learnd all from you
maybe somethings form dad to
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You Never Gave Us A Chance
 
It was all here at one time
Eveything was greatest as it can get
My heart was whole back then
Now the biggest part is gone!
My life will neve be the same
He took that away from me!
No once can save me not now
My life is to far gone
As I become something all fear
I lost all hope when you took her away!
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You Never Took The Time
 
You never took the time
To see what was really wrong
I hurt myself to see it bleed
You never even cryed
I made myself belive
That one day it would all change
But how could it
When you didn't want to try
I wanted that love from you
So very very bad
The thing i don't understand
Is why did you get so mad
All I ever asked was for you to just listen
But no instead you just told me to leave
So here now you got your wish
I'm gone from you for good
I made your only wish
I hope you feel real bad
I hope it makes you sad
I died last night
And now I'm gone from your  life
You got what you wanted
Now your not so glad
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You Think When Really
 
You think this girl has it all
When really shes about to fall
You think they like her more
When really you never see what goes on behind that door
You think shes perfict to see
When really shes far from perfict to be
You think shes so strong
When really she thinks everything around her is wrong
You think shes all about being better
When really shes sitting there write her last letter
You think this isn't fair
When really this girl really does care
You think this girl always walks with her head held high
When really this girl just wants to break down and cry
You think everything about this girl is right
When really this girl is trying not to give up on this fight
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You Told Me It Was
 
You told me it was all ok
But when really we were drifting away
Going around the sharp bend
Just to hit the scary end
The pain that hits you and cause's a tear
Thats got to be such a fear
Realzing it's all about to end
I just need time to mend
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Your Not So Good
 
Your not so good
Wow you act like god
When your such a clown
Your such a fake
Its makeing me sick
No one likes you
So please stop waisting our time
You caused so much pain
And you can't be saying  its alright
Tell the truth your a lier
You took familys loved ones away
How and the hell was that right
I will not claim you as my president!
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